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ABSTRACT
Robots are becoming integral parts of our environments, from factory floors to
hospitals, and all the way to our homes. Unlike robots enclosed in cages perform-
ing repetitive tasks with high precision, there is an ever-increasing need for robots
that can seamlessly interact and collaborate with humans in close proximity. Hence,
it is imperative that robots are provided with the tools necessary to both safely
and efficiently collaborate with their human partners. For achieving safe and effi-
cient human-robot collaboration, methods to infer humans intentions and methods
for quick robot programming are required. To this end, this dissertation presents
methods that fall into two categories. The first category consists of methods to infer
humans intentions (modeled as goal locations of reaching motions) from noisy ob-
servations of humans motion. First, a maximum likelihood estimator for the early
prediction of reaching goal location is presented. Second, a maximum a-posteriori
estimator, that uses information about the human eye gaze to construct the prior dis-
tribution, is presented. The second category consists of imitation learning methods
to learn movement primitives from demonstrations. These methods are particularly
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useful to teach robots new tasks by showing of examples. In the proposed meth-
ods, movement primitives are represented as statistical dynamical systems and the
corresponding parameters are learned under constraints developed based on contrac-
tion analysis. Enforcement of these constraints provides theoretical guarantees on
the learned model, such as convergence to the desired end-effector position and ori-
entation, and robustness to sudden perturbations and target changes. The methods
presented in this dissertation are rigorously tested using experiments conducted by
observing human motion and using a 7 DOF dual-arm Baxter robot.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
Human-robot collaboration (HRC), also referred to as Human-robot interaction (HRI)
is the study of goal-driven coordinated interactions between humans and robots [1, 2,
3, 4]. The ever-increasing presence of robots in our everyday life deems it necessary
to develop methods that enable robots and humans to interact safely and efficiently.
Collaborative scenarios, where humans and robots work together in close physical
proximity to achieve a common goal, arise in various applications, such as assembly
lines, search and rescue, assistive robotics, and surgical robotics.
To build robots that collaborate with humans in such settings, it is necessary to
develop methods that help robots readily acquire new skills adapt to unstructured
environments. Furthermore, the users collaborating with robots often do not posses
expert-level robot programming skills. However, the same users have a clear idea of
what they want the robot to do. Thus, the ability to learn generalized task models
1
from a few examples provided by humans is essential. This ability also circumvents
the challenge of programming the robot with a large number of pre-programmed skills
and plans to operate in a variety of environments. This dissertation presents motion
generation methods that can learn a variety of complex goal-directed movement skills
from demonstrations.
While HRC offers a plethora of advantages, safety is an important concern [5].
Traditional solutions to ensuring safety of personnel, working in close proximity with
robots, include safety cages and mutually exclusive work spaces. While such solutions
ensure safety, they inhibit seamless collaboration between the robot and the human
operator, and consequently the applications that require such collaboration. This
dissertation aims to address this limitation with methods that help robots infer the
intentions of their human partners.
1.2 Background
1.2.1 Contraction Analysis
Brief Review of Contraction Analysis
In this section, contraction analysis [6] for analyzing exponential stability of nonlinear
systems is briefly reviewed. Consider a nonlinear, autonomous system of the form
x˙ (t) = f (x (t)) (1.2.1)
where x (t) ∈ Rd is a state vector and f : Rd → Rd is a continuously differen-
tiable nonlinear function. With the assumed properties of (1.2.1), the exact relation
2
δx˙ = ∂f(x(t))
∂x
δx holds, where δx is an infinitesimal virtual displacement in fixed
time. The squared virtual displacement between two trajectories of (1.2.1) in a sym-
metric, uniformly positive definite contraction metric M (x) ∈ Rd×d is given by
δxTM (x (t)) δx and its time derivative by
d
dt
(
δxTM (x (t)) δx
)
= δxT
(
∂f
∂x
T
M (x (t))
+M˙ (x (t)) +M (x (t))
∂f
∂x
)
δx. (1.2.2)
Definition 1.2.1. Given the autonomous DS x˙ (t) = f (x (t)) and a contraction
metric M (x (t)), that is a uniformly positive definite symmetric matrix, if the system
satisfies the condition, ∂f
∂x
T
M (x (t))+M˙ (x (t))+M (x (t)) ∂f
∂x
≤ −γcM (x (t)) , ∀x
for a strictly positive constant γc, then the system is said to be globally contracting
with respect to x [6].
Theorem 1.2.1. If the autonomous system x˙ (t) = f (x (t)) is globally contracting
with respect to x, then all of its trajectories converge to each other exponentially.
Proof. See [6, Theorem 2].
Brief Review of Partial Contraction Analysis
Consider the nonlinear autonomous system1
x˙ (t) = f (x (t) ,x (t)) (1.2.3)
and an auxiliary system of the form
1Following the notation in partial contraction analysis literature [7], x (t) is written twice to
represent the dependency of x (t) in multiple places in f (·).
3
y˙ (t) = f (x (t) ,y (t)) (1.2.4)
where x (t) ∈ Rd and y (t) ∈ Rd are the state vectors and f : Rd × Rd → Rd is
a continuously differentiable nonlinear function. Note that for y (t) = x (t), the
auxiliary system in (1.2.4) reduces to the system in (1.2.3). Hence, y (t) = x (t) is a
particular solution of the auxiliary system in (1.2.4).
Definition 1.2.2. If the auxiliary y-system in (1.2.4) is contracting with respect
to y according to Definition 1.2.1 (i.e., ∂f
∂y
T
M (y (t)) + M˙ (y (t)) + M (y (t)) ∂f
∂y
≤
−γcM (y (t)) , ∀y), the original x-system in (1.2.3) is said to be partially contracting
[8, 7].
Theorem 1.2.2. If the auxiliary y-system is contracting with respect to y and any of
its particular solutions verifies a smooth specific property (for instance, convergence
to an equilibrium point), then all the trajectories of the partially contracting original
x-system verify this property exponentially [7, Theorem 1].
Proof. See [7, Theorem 1].
Remark 1.2.1. A smooth specific property of a trajectory may denote a trajectory
converging to an equilibrium point or a manifold.
1.2.2 Quaternion Parametrization on S3
In order to learn orientation dynamics, it is necessary to parametrize the SO (3)
manifold. While there are many parametrizations, such as Euler angles and angle-
axis, they suffer from the well-known disadvantage of singularity [9]. Quaternion
4
parametrization, on the other hand, is a viable option that is non-minimal and
singularity-free. Following the notation used in [10], let the unit quaternion q ∈ S3,
where S3 is the unit hypershpere of R4, be given by
q ,
v
u
 =
 cos (φ2)
sin
(
φ
2
)
n
 (1.2.5)
where v ∈ R, u ∈ R3, φ and n are the angle and normalized axis of rotation in the
angle-axis representation. Given a quaternion q =
[
v, uT
]T
, a conjugate quaternion
is defined as q¯ (t) =
[
v, −uT
]T
. The product of two quaternions, q1 ∗ q2, is seen
as the coordinate frame whose orientation is described by q2 undergoing a rotation
described by q1. The quaternion product is defined as
q1 ∗ q2 ,
 v1 + v2 − uT1u2
v2u2 + v2u1 + u1 × u2
 . (1.2.6)
1.2.3 Statistical Dynamical Systems Represented using Gaus-
sian Mixture Models
Approximating a continuously differentiable function f (·), in an autonomous DS
x˙ = f (x), using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) involves approximating the joint
density of x ∈ Rd and x˙ ∈ Rd using a finite mixture of Gaussian functions. The
parameters of the kth Gaussian of a GMM will include the prior pik ∈ [0, 1]; the mean
µk =
[(
µkx
)T
,
(
µkx˙
)T]T ∈ R2d where µkx ∈ Rd and µkx˙ ∈ Rd are the mean vectors
associated with x and x˙, respectively; and the covariance Σk =
Σkx Σkxx˙
Σkx˙x Σ
k
x˙
 ∈
5
R2d×2d where Σkx ∈ Rd×d and Σkxx˙ ∈ Rd×d are the covariance matrices associated with
x and x˙, respectively, and Σkxx˙ ∈ Rd×d is the cross-covariance matrix between x and
x˙. Given a set of N demonstrations, denoted by {xn(t), x˙n (t)}t=Tnt=0 , ∀n = 1, 2, .., N ,
each pair {xn (t) , x˙n (t)} is assumed to be sampled from the following density function
P (xn (t) , x˙n (t) ;θ) =
K∑
k=1
P (k)P (xn (t) , x˙n (t) |k)
for t ∈ {0, .., Tn} and n = 1, .., N , where K is the number of Gaussian functions,
θ = {µ1...µK ,Σ1...ΣKp , pi1...piK} is the set of parameters of the GMM, P (k) = pik
denotes the prior and P (xn (t) , x˙n (t) |k) is the conditional joint density of xn (t) and
x˙n (t) given by
P (xn (t) , x˙n (t) |k) = N

xn (t)
x˙n (t)
 ;µk,Σk

where N (·) denotes the Gaussian function. Now, the estimate of the state derivative,
x˙, is given by expected value of the posterior density P (x˙n (t) |xn (t)) as follows
[11, 12]
x˙ =
K∑
k=1
P (k)P (x|k)∑K
i=1P (i)P (x|i)
(
µkx˙
+ Σkx˙x
(
Σkx
)−1 (
x− µkx
) )
.
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1.3 Related work
1.3.1 Intention Inference
Algorithms for human intention estimation are studied in human-computer interac-
tion [13] and human-robot interaction [1]. The human intention is represented via
modalities such as natural language instructions [14], human emotion [15], human’s
approval response [16], and human’s activity [17, 18, 19, 20]. The intentions are
inferred by estimating/measuring information about body posture [21, 22], gestures
[23], voice commands [14], eye gaze [24], facial expressions [15, 25], object affordances
[26], human skeletal movement [19, 20], and physiological parameters (heart rate and
skin response) [16, 27].
Human intention inference has been studied by using hidden Markov models
(HMMs) [28, 29, 30], dynamic Bayesian networks (DBNs) [31, 32], growing HMMs
(GHMMs) [33], conditional random fields (CRFs) [26, 17, 34, 35], Gaussian processes
(GPs) [36, 20], Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) [37, 38], and I-LQR [39]. In this
dissertation, the dynamics of human arm motion are represented using neural net-
works (NNs).
In [20], a latent variable model called intention-driven dynamic model (IDDM)
is proposed to infer intentions from the observed human movements. Robot table
tennis and human activity classification are demonstrated using a belief propagation
algorithm coupled with the IDDM. In [19], human motion during collaborative ma-
nipulation is predicted by using an inverse optimal control (IOC) approach. In [38],
human intention inference algorithm is developed using unsupervised GMMs. The
framework presented in [38] provides an unsupervised online learning algorithm while
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the algorithms presented in [20, 19] do not involve online learning. Furthermore, the
methods presented in [20, 19, 38] do not provide any theoretical guarantees on the
model learning method. In contrast, a state-identifier-based online model update rule
is derived in Chapter 2 and is shown to result in asymptotic convergence to the true
model.
In [16], an affective state estimation algorithm based on HMMs is presented. The
affective state, represented using valence/arousal characteristics, is measured by us-
ing physiological signals, such as heart rate and skin response. The valence/arousal
representation of human intention only indicates the degree of approval to a given
stimulus. In [40], human intention is predicted by visually observing the hand-object
interaction in grasping tasks. This work is specific to grasping motions and predicts
the required grasping configuration for a given task. In [22], handover tasks are
studied and the intention to handover an object is predicted by using key features
extracted from the vision and the pose (position + orientation) data. The aforemen-
tioned works, however, do not consider any hueristics to compute a prior distribution
to aid goal location prediction. In [41], task-level information is used to compute the
prior distribution over the goal locations. The Bayesian inference method proposed
in Chapter 3 uses human gaze information to compute the prior distribution.
In [42], a Bayesian gaze following method is introduced to explain how humans
follow each other’s gaze. Since gaze direction indicates whether the human is paying
attention to the robot, many works have demonstrated the effectiveness of gaze for
ensuring safety in HRI [24, 23]. In [43], gaze is used to explain the causal relation-
ships between natural gaze behavior and other input modalities or system states in
manipulation tasks. In [44], nonverbal cues including gaze are studied for timing co-
ordination between humans and robots. A detailed review of methods involving the
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use of gaze in HRI is presented in [45].
1.3.2 Learning from Demonstrations
LfD is a widely used approach for imitation learning, in which a new task or skill
is learned from demonstrations provided by humans (see [46] for a comprehensive
review). One way to accomplish this is to directly learn the control policy or the
dynamics involved in the task of interest from the available demonstrations [47, 12,
48, 49, 50, 51]. Methods that use such a direct approach can further be categorized
into: (a) methods that classify the current state of the robot into any one of the finite
number of available control actions [50, 51, 52], and (b) methods that use regression
to either approximate the mapping between the state space and the control action
space or learn dynamical systems that represent task primitives [47, 12, 48, 49, 53, 54].
Another popular technique for LfD is reinforcement learning (RL) [55, 56, 57].
Methods based on RL maximize a predefined reward function to obtain the optimal
control policy. A particular variant of the standard RL approach, in which the reward
function is learned from the demonstrations, is called inverse optimal control (IOC)
or inverse reinforcement learning (IRL) [58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. RL-based approaches
typically require the system to explore the state space, which might not be suitable for
many applications. Methods that directly learn the control policy or dynamics from
demonstrations are more practical in such settings. In [63], a comparison between
dynamical system-based methods and optimal control methods is provided. Other
categories of LfD methods include sampling-based methods (e.g., [64]), optimization-
based approaches (e.g., [65, 66]), geometric methods (e.g., [67]), and key-frame-based
methods (e.g., [68]).
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The methods proposed in this dissertation fall under the category of dynamical
system-based LfD. Dynamical system (DS)-based LfD methods have received a lot of
attention in the recent past. Methods using time-invariant stable dynamical systems,
including the methods presented in Chapters 4 and 5, can instantaneously adapt
to sudden spatial perturbations and changes in goal location during path genera-
tion without the need for re-planning. Furthermore, a single dynamical system can
encode motions that converge to a single goal location, but represent different dynam-
ics in different regions of the state-space. One of the first dynamical system-based
frameworks is called the Dynamic Movement Primitives (DMPs) [69, 70, 71, 47, 72].
The DMP formulation, however, models multi-dimensional systems by learning one
DS for each dimension separately, thereby neglecting the combined effect of all the
dimensions.
In [73], the DMP framework is extended to probabilistic movement primitives. An-
other stochastic approach using Sum-of-Squares (SOS) as a flexible control Lyapunov
function is proposed in [74] to learn nonparametric nonlinear state-space models,
called Gaussian process state space model (GP-SSM). This method ensures global
uniform boundedness for the stochastic GP-SSM as well as asymptotic stability for a
deterministic GP-SSM. In [48], task-parametrized GMMs (TpGMM) are used to de-
sign control policies for motion generation through generalization of available demon-
stration. However, the algorithm in [48] does not provide any stability guarantees for
the learned dynamical systems. An algorithm to encode motion dynamics by using
Neurally Imprinted Vector Fields (NiVF) is presented in [49]. The stability of the
learned model is verified using constraints derived through Lyapunov analysis. While
NiVF is shown to be capable of learning a variety of motions, the stability property
is restricted to finite regions of the state space.
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An LfD method, called Stable Estimator of Dynamical Systems (SEDS), that
learns globally asymptotically stable DSs directly in higher dimensional state-space
using Gaussian mixture models (GMMs) is developed in [75, 76, 12]. An important
limitation of SEDS is that it can only model trajectories whose squared Euclidean
distances to the target decrease monotonically in time. In contrast, the methods
presented in Chapters 4 and 5 are capable of encoding a wider class of motions whose
2-norm distances to the target do not necessarily decrease monotonically in time.
This is achieved by enforcing novel partial contraction analysis-based constraints [7].
It is seen that the enforcement of the partial contraction constraints improves the
learning accuracy of complex shapes, such as SharpC, L-shape, J-shape, and Snake
from the LASA dataset [12].
In [77], an approach called Control Lyapunov Function-based Dynamic Movements
(CLF-DM) uses a learned energy function during run time to ensure global stability.
While it can encode a wide variety of motions, as pointed out in [78], CLF-DM solves
a separate optimization problem for parameter selection of the control Lyapunov
function, which can lead to numerical stability issues. In [78], an algorithm called τ -
SEDS is introduced, which uses diffeomorphic transformations along with the SEDS
algorithm to generalize the class of motions that can be learned.
While the aforementioned algorithms, including SEDS, NIVF, CLF-DM, and τ -
SEDS can learn a wide variety of position dynamics, they have not been demonstrated
and tested for learning orientation dynamics. In contrast, a unified framework is pre-
sented in Chapter 4 to encode pose (i.e., position and orientation) dynamics. Indeed,
encoding several tasks, such as wire insertion, parts assembly, complex object manip-
ulation, and pouring liquids, requires both position and orientation dynamics of the
end-effector in the task-space to be learned from demonstrations.
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The algorithms in [79], and [80], are shown to be capable of encoding pose dynam-
ics in the task-space. However, unlike the method presented in Chapter 4, they do not
take into account the special constraints of the S3 manifold in the learned model, and
thus, require post-reproduction normalization steps. A modified DMP formulation,
introduced in [10], also addresses this drawback by taking the constraints of the S3
manifold into consideration. However, disadvantage of the framework in [10] is that
the parameters of the DMP have to be carefully tuned for each task. In contrast,
the methods presented in Chapters 4 and 5 learn the parameters directly from the
demonstrations.
1.4 Contributions
The key contributions of the methods presented in this dissertation are as follows:
• A maximum-likelihood inference method to infer the goal location of human
partners’ reaching motions (see Chapter 2).
• An online learning method with asymptotic convergence guarantee to update
the parameters of a neural network representing the dynamics of the human
partner’s arm motion (see Chapter 2).
• A method to compute prior distribution over candidate goal locations based on
human gaze information (see Chapter 3).
• A Bayesian inference method to infer the goal location of human partners’
reaching motions (see Chapter 3).
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• A method to learn both position and orientation dynamics of goal-directed
motions under constraints derived using contraction analysis (see Chapter 4).
• The learned models are proven to generate reference trajectories that converge
to the desired target location irrespective of initial conditions, sudden pertur-
bations, and target changes (see Chapter 4).
• An improved learning method, developed based on a generalized notion of
squared distance, to encode the dynamics of a wider class of goal-directed mo-
tions (see Chapter 5).
1.5 Dissertation Outline
Chapters 2 and 3 of this dissertation present a class of algorithms consisting of infer-
ence methods that help robots make predictions about human motion. Specifically,
the proposed methods infer the intentions of the human partners based on noisy mea-
surements. Intentions are defined as the intended goal locations in reaching motions.
These predictions are essential to ensure safety and efficiency by planing the robot’s
reactive responses during collaboration. Two algorithms for the early prediction of
goal locations are presented. In the first algorithm, neural networks (NNs) are used
to represent the human arm motion dynamics. An approximate expectation maxi-
mization (E-M) algorithm is developed to compute maximum likelihood estimates.
Furthermore, a state identifier-based online learning algorithm is developed to update
the parameters of the NN with guaranteed asymptotic convergence. The second infer-
ence algorithm is based on a multiple model filtering approach [81] that computes the
maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimates of the goal locations. The prior distribution
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is computed based on the human partners’ gaze information.
Chapters 4 and 5 of this dissertation present a family of imitation learning meth-
ods. The proposed methods are capable of learning the position and orientation
dynamics of goal-directed motions. Each movement primitive is represented using
a dynamical system that is approximated by a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM),
whose parameters are learned from demonstrations. The parameter learning problem
is formulated as an optimization problem subject to constraints developed based on
contraction analysis of nonlinear dynamical systems [6, 7]. Enforcement of these con-
straints ensure that the trajectories generated by the learned dynamical system are
guaranteed to have desired properties, such as convergence to desired target locations,
robustness to sudden perturbations, and preserved membership to a manifold.
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Chapter 2
Expectation-Maximization and
Online Model Learning for
Intention Inference
2.1 Background
Human intention inference is the first natural step for achieving safety in Human-
Robot Collaboration (HRC), e.g. manufacturing assembly operations [82, 83, 84, 85].
Studies in psychology show that when two humans interact, they infer the intended
actions of the other person and decide which proactive actions to take based on this
inference for safe interaction and collaboration [86, 87]. In this chapter, an inference
algorithm called adaptive-neural-intention estimator (ANIE) is presented to estimate
the intentions of human actions.
The complex dynamic motion of the human arm is represented by using a state
space model where a neural network (NN) model is used to represent the state prop-
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Figure 2.1.1: Block diagram representation of the ANIE algorithm.
agation [88, 53]. The positions and velocities of the joints of human arm are used
as the states. Intentions are modeled as the goal locations of human arm reaching
motions, which are represented by the parameters of the state space model. The
problem of intention inference is solved as a parameter inference problem using an
approximate expectation-maximization (E-M) algorithm [89]. There are three sources
of uncertainty in the human arm motion model: the uncertain system dynamics, the
sensor measurement noise, and the unknown human intent. The NN approximation
can potentially allow to consider user-specific or object-specific characteristics, such
as the size and the shape of the object to be included as a part of the dynamics.
A set of demonstrations capturing human arm joint position trajectories for reach-
ing motions is collected by using a 3-dimensional (3D) camera (Microsoft Kinect).
Each recorded joint position trajectory is labeled according to the corresponding true
intention, i.e., the 3-dimensional (3D) goal location of the reaching motion. An NN
model is learned by using the labeled demonstrations of the joint position trajecto-
ries. The learned NN model is then used to infer the intention parameter using the
ANIE algorithm. The ANIE algorithm is an approximate E-M algorithm based on
the parameter estimation algorithm in [89] for the transition models learned using
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NNs.
Different humans may reach the same point in 3D space in different ways based on
their physical characteristics. This brings a challenge in using the model learned from
the demonstration data to represent joint position trajectories of the other subjects.
One way of updating the model in real-time is to use the E-M algorithm by optimizing
the Q function over the model parameters along with the intention. A closed form
expression for model update using E-M exists, if the model is linear or represented
using a radial basis function neural network (RBF-NN) [90, 91]. However, the human
arm motion dynamics are highly nonlinear and the basis functions used in the ANIE
algorithm are not restricted to RBFs. The ANIE algorithm uses NNs with nonlinear
sigmoid basis functions. To update the model parameters iteratively, an identifier-
system [92] based algorithm is used. The identifier-system is designed using a robust
feedback term, called Robust Integral of the Signum of the Error (RISE). Based
on the Lyapunov analysis, the parameter update laws for model update are derived
using the error between the state estimate generated by the identifier system and the
state estimate from the original system model. The inference algorithm is then used
with the updated model for early prediction of the intentions. In Fig. 4.1.2, a block
diagram of the ANIE algorithm is shown.
2.2 Problem Description and Solution Approach
Consider a 3-dimensional (3D) workspace with a human performing tasks, such as
picking up objects placed on a table. The human operator reaches out to different
objects placed on a table and a robot watches the human through a 3D camera sensor
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mounted on its head. The ANIE algorithm addresses the problem of inferring the
goal location, where the human hand is intended to reach. For human motion is
highly nonlinear and uncertain, an NN is used to model the human arm motion.
The NN is trained by using a dataset containing RGB-D demonstrations of a human
reaching for pre-defined target locations in a given workspace. When a set of new
measurements become available, the trained NN is used to estimate the intention
(goal location) using an approximate E-M algorithm that is adapted for dynamic
models learned using the NNs. Furthermore, the weights of the NN model are updated
iteratively using an identifier-based algorithm to adapt to variations in start locations
and trajectories of the human arm.
2.3 System Model
The dynamics of human arm motion are modeled using a nonlinear transition function
of joint positions, velocities, and intentions are represented by the goal location of
the human hand. For the above mentioned problem scenario, the human intention is
denoted by g ∈ G, where G = {g1, g2, ...., gn} and gi ∈ R3 represents a 3D location of
an object on a table. The true intention g is one of the finite number of goal locations
(target objects) g′is. The state xt ∈ R24 represents the positions and velocities of four
points on the arm (shoulder, elbow, wrist, and palm) that describe the position of
the arm at a given time t, and zt ∈ R24 represents the measurement obtained after
filtering the camera sensor data (See Section 4.4 for details) at a given time t. All
locations are specified in the 3D Cartesian space. It should be noted that the ANIE
algorithm can also support g defined as a continuous variable. The modeling of g as
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a continuous variable would be suitable in scenarios where it is not possible to obtain
all possible object/goal locations.
2.3.1 State Transition Model
The state transition model is described by the following equation
x˙t = f
∗
c (xt, g) + ωt (2.3.1)
where {ωt} ∼ N (0, Qc) ∈ R24 is a zero-mean Gaussian random process with a covari-
ance matrix Qc ∈ R24×24, f ∗c (xt, g) : R24 × R3 → R24 is assumed to be a analytical
function. The nonlinear function f ∗c (xt, g), defined in (2.3.1), is modeled using an NN
given by
f ∗c (xt, g) = W
Tσ(UT st) + (st) (2.3.2)
where st = [[x
T
t , g
T ], 1]T ∈ R28 is the input vector to the NN, σ(UT st) = [ 11+exp((−UT st)1) ,
1
1+exp((−UT st)2) , · · ·
1
1+exp((−UT st)i) , · · ·
1
1+exp((−UT st)nh )
]T is the vector-sigmoid activa-
tion function and
(
UT st
)
i
is the ith element of the vector
(
UT st
)
, U ∈ R28×nh and
W ∈ Rnh×24 are the bounded constant weight matrices, (st) ∈ R24 is the function
reconstruction error, and nh ∈ Z+ is the number of neurons in the hidden layer of the
NN.
2.3.2 A Brief Review of Offline Model Training
The training of the NN is done using the data consisting of the human arm’s joint loca-
tions, joint velocities, and joint accelerations along with the intended target locations.
The NN is trained using Bayesian regularization [93]. The objective function used to
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train an NN using Bayesian regularization is given by J(U,W ) = KαED + KβEW ,
where ED =
∑
i ‖yi − ai‖22 is the sum of squared errors, yi is the target output, ai is
the network’s output, EW is the sum of the squares of the NN weights, and Kα and
Kβ are the parameters of regularization that can be used to change the emphasis be-
tween reducing the reconstruction errors and reducing the weight sizes, respectively.
Details pertaining to gathering training data from human subjects are described in
Section 4.4.
2.3.3 Measurement Model
The measurements of human skeleton’s joint positions are obtained using a camera
sensor. The human skeleton is defined using 20 joints. The measurements are ob-
tained in the camera’s reference frame. Let pc = (xc, yc, zc)T be a point in the camera
reference frame and pr = (xr, yr, zr)T be a point in the robot reference frame. The
points pc and pr are related by
pc = Rcrp
r + T cr (2.3.3)
where Rcr ∈ SO(3) and T cr ∈ R3 are the rotation matrix and the translation vector, re-
spectively, between the robot reference frame and the camera’s reference frame. The
camera sensor measures the 3D locations of the skeleton’s joints. The raw position
measurements obtained from the camera sensor are fed to a Kalman filter, such as
the one in [94], to obtain the position and velocity estimates which are used as mea-
surements in the intention inference algorithm. Design and implementation details of
the Kalman filter can be found in Appendix A.
The measurement model is given by
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yt = h(xt) + υt (2.3.4)
where h(xt) = Hxt + b, b = [[T
c
r ]
T , [T cr ]
T , [T cr ]
T , [T cr ]
T , 01×12]T , H = diag{Rcr, Rcr, · ·
·, Rcr} ∈ R24×24 is a block diagonal matrix, and {υt} ∼ N (0,Σz) ∈ R24 is a zero-
mean Gaussian noise with a covariance matrix Σz ∈ R24×24. The measurement noise
{υt} is assumed to be independent of the process noise {ωt} defined in (2.3.1). The
measurement model of the shifted measurement vector1 zt = yt − b at time t is given
by
zt = Hxt + vt. (2.3.5)
2.4 Intention inference
Our approximate E-M algorithm extends the work in [89] to the state transition mod-
els learned using NNs. Once the NN model is trained, the intention g can be inferred
iteratively as new measurements become available. The E-M algorithm requires the
state transition model to be in the discrete form. The state transition model defined
in (2.3.1) is discretized using first order Euler approximation yielding
xt = f(xt−1, g) + ωtTs (2.4.1)
where f(xt−1, g) = xt−1 + W Tσ(UT st−1)Ts and Ts is the sampling period. In order
to infer intention, the posterior probability of ZT given the intention g is maximized
using a Maximum-Likelihood (ML) criterion, where ZT = z1:T
2 is a set of observations
1Note that b is a known constant.
2T is not fixed and could be different for training and testing data
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from time t = 1 to t = T . The process noise of the discretized system in (2.4.1) is
given by Q = T 2sQc. The log-likelihood function of the intention g is given by
l(g) = log p(ZT |g) (2.4.2)
which can be obtained after marginalizing the joint distribution p(XT , ZT |g) over
XT , where XT = x1:T is a collective representation of states from time t = 1 to
t = T . In general, analytically evaluating this integral is extremely difficult. The E-
M algorithm and other approximation techniques based on particle filtering are used
to circumvent this problem. In this chapter, an approximate E-M algorithm is used
with modifications for handling state transition models trained using the NN. Using
the fact that EXT {log [p(ZT |g)]|ZT , gˆt} = log p(ZT |g), the log-likelihood defined in
(2.4.2) is decomposed in the following way
log p(ZT |g) = Q(g, gˆt)−H(g, gˆt) (2.4.3)
where Q(g, gˆt) = EXT {log [p(ZT , XT |g)]|ZT , gˆt} is the expected value of the complete
data log-likelihood given all the measurements and intentions, H(g, gˆt) = EXT {log
[p(XT |ZT , g)] |ZT , gˆt}, EXT (·) is the expectation operator, and gˆt is the estimate of
g at time t. It can be shown using Jensen’s inequality that, H(g, gˆt) ≤ H(gˆt, gˆt) [95].
Thus, in order to iteratively increase the log-likelihood, g has to be chosen such that
Q(g, gˆt) ≥ Q(gˆt, gˆt). The E-Step involves the computation of the auxiliary function
Q(g, gˆt) given the observations ZT and the current estimate of the intention gˆt. The
M-Step involves the computation of the next intention estimate gˆt+1 by finding the
value of g that maximizes Q(g, gˆt).
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The E-Step involves the evaluation of the expectation of the complete data log-
likelihood which can be rewritten as
Q(g, gˆt) = EXT {V0 +
T∑
t=1
Vt(xt, xt−1, g)|ZT , gˆt}. (2.4.4)
In the case of {vt} and {wt} being Gaussian, V0 and Vt(xt, xt−1, g) are given by
V0 = log [p(x0|g)] = log [p(x0)]
= const− 1
2
log [|P0|]− 1
2
(x0 − µ0)TP−1o (x0 − µ0),
Vt(xt, xt−1, g) = log [p(zt|xt)] + log [p(xt|xt−1, g)], (2.4.5)
where µ0 and P0 are the initial state mean and covariance, | · | is the determinant
operator,
log [p(zt|xt)] = −1
2
log [|Σz|]
− 1
2
{
(zt − h(xt))TΣz−1(zt − h(xt))
}
, (2.4.6)
log [p(xt|xt−1, g)] = −1
2
log [|Q|]
− 1
2
{
(xt − f(xt−1, g))TQ−1(xt − f(xt−1, g))
}
. (2.4.7)
Note that in (2.4.5), log [p(zt|xt, g)] is replaced by log [p(zt|xt)]. This is because, in
(2.3.4), the measurement zt does not depend on the intention g. When attempting
to optimize (2.4.5), the main difficulty arises because of the nonlinearity of the state
transition model. The nonlinear state transition model is represented by an NN
in our case. In order to compute the expectation of the log-likelihood in (2.4.7),
the expression given in the second line of (2.4.7) (terms inside the curly brackets)
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is linearized about x¯t and x¯t−1 using the Taylor series expansion. In practice, the
points of linearization {x¯t} are obtained from the measurements {zt} by ignoring
the measurement noise and inverting the measurement function given in (2.3.5). Let
V˜t = (xt − f(xt−1, g))TQ−1(xt − f(xt−1, g)) and the Taylor series expansion of V˜t is
given by
V˜t ≈ V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1) + ∂V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt
[xt − x¯t]
+
∂V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt−1
[xt−1 − x¯t−1]
+
1
2
[xt − x¯t]T ∂
2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt∂xt
[xt − x¯t]
+
1
2
[xt−1 − x¯t−1]T ∂
2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt−1∂xt−1
[xt−1 − x¯t−1]
+
1
2
[xt − x¯t]T ∂
2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt∂xt−1
[xt−1 − x¯t−1] + · · · (2.4.8)
The derivatives of V˜t are given by the following equations
∂V˜t
∂xt
=
(
Q−1 +Q−T
)
(xt − f (xt−1, g)) , (2.4.9)
∂V˜t
∂(xt−1)i
=
[
∂V˜
∂f
]T
∂f
∂(xt−1)i
, (2.4.10)
∂2V˜t
∂xt∂xt
= Q−1 +Q−T (2.4.11)
∂2V˜t
∂xt∂xt−1
= − (Q−1 +Q−T ) [ ∂f
∂xt−1
]
, (2.4.12)
∂2V˜t
∂(xt−1)i∂(xt−1)j
=
[
∂2V˜
∂f(∂xt−1)i
]T
∂f
∂(xt−1)j
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+
∂2f
∂(xt−1)j∂(xt−1)i
[
∂V˜
∂f
]
(2.4.13)
where
[
∂V˜
∂f
]
= −[Q−1 + Q−T ][xt − f(xt−1, g)] and
[
∂2V˜
∂f(∂xt−1)i
]
= [Q−1 + Q−T ]T ∂f
∂(xt−1)i
.
Note that
(
∂f
∂xt−1
)
is the sub-matrix of the Jacobian of the NN that can be obtained
by ignoring the rows pertaining to
(
∂f
∂g
)
. Thus, the Jacobian ∂f
∂xt
can be derived by
taking the first n columns of ∂f
∂s
, where n is the number of states. The Hessian ∂
2f
∂(xt)∂(xt)
can be derived in a similar fashion. The analytical expressions for the Jacobian and
Hessian are provided in Appendix B. Using equations (2.4.8)-(2.4.13), the expectation
in (2.4.4) can be written as
Q(g, gˆt) = −1
2
log [|P0|]− T
2
log[|Σz|]− T
2
log [|Q|]
− 1
2
tr
{
P0
(
Pˆ0 + (xˆ0 − µ0)(xˆ0 − µ0)T
)}
− 1
2
T∑
t=1
tr{Σ−1z ([zt −Hxˆt][zt −Hxˆt]T +HPˆtHT )}
− 1
2
T∑
t=1
V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
− 1
2
T∑
t=1
[∂V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt
]T
[xˆt − x¯t]

− 1
2
T∑
t=1
[
∂V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt−1
[xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]
]
− 1
4
T∑
t=1
tr
{
∂2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt∂xt(
Pˆt + [xˆt − x¯t][xˆt − x¯t]T
)}
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− 1
4
T∑
t=1
tr
{
∂2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt−1∂xt−1(
Pˆt−1 + [xˆt−1 − x¯t−1][xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]T
)
}
}
− 1
4
T∑
t=1
tr
{
∂2V˜t(x¯t, x¯t−1, g)
∂xt∂xt−1(
Pˆt,t−1 + [xˆt − x¯t][xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]T
)}
− ·· (2.4.14)
where xˆt and Pˆt are the state estimate and its covariance, respectively, xˆ0 and Pˆ0 are
their initial values, and Pˆt,t−1 is the cross covariance of the state estimates at times
t and t− 1. The state estimate xˆt and the covariances Pˆt and Pˆt,t−1 are obtained by
using an extended Kalman filter (EKF). In order to linearize the transition model for
the EKF at the current time step t, the state estimate xˆt−1 from the previous time
step are used as the point of linearization. The equation in (2.4.14) can be written
in an iterative form to calculate the value of the Q function at every iteration.
The M-step involves the optimization of Q(g, gˆt) over g as described by the
following expression
gˆt+1 = arg max
g
Q(g, gˆt). (2.4.15)
This step can be carried out in two different ways, viz., numerical optimization or
direct evaluation as described below.
Numerical optimization of the Q function
One way to maximize the Q function is to use the GradEM algorithm [96], where
the first few iterations of Newton’s algorithm are used for the M-step. This method
involves optimizing the Q function over R3. The update equation for gˆ, through
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GradEM algorithm, is given by
gˆk+1 = gˆk −H(Q)−1∆(Q) (2.4.16)
where gˆk is the estimate of g at the k
th iteration of the optimization algorithm, H(Q)
and ∆(Q) are the Hessian and Gradient of the Q function respectively. Note that
numerical optimization methods need to run at every time step of the E-M algorithm.
In real time implementations, the number of iterations for the optimization in (2.4.16)
could be chosen based on computational capabilities. This is similar to using the first
iteration of Newton’s method. The Hessian of the Q function can be numerically
approximated and the analytical expression for the gradient of the Q function is
provided in Appendix C.
Direct evaluation of the Q function
Another way to infer g is to evaluate the Q function for all possible g′is (the goal
locations) in G and obtain gˆt+1 as described by the following expression
gˆt+1 = arg max
g∈G
Q(g, gˆt). (2.4.17)
This method involving direct evaluation of the Q function is possible if all possible
goal locations are known a priori and are finite. This is not an unusual case in the
context of the problem scenario described in Section 2.2. Image processing algorithms
can be used to detect the objects on the workbench and extract the 3D locations using
the camera data.
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2.5 Online Model Learning
This section describes the online learning algorithm used to update the weights of
the NN model. The online learning of the NN weights is important to make the
inference framework robust to variations in starting arm positions and various motion
trajectories taken by different people. The NN weights are updated iteratively as new
data become available. To this end, a state identifier is developed that computes an
estimate of the state derivative based on the current state estimates obtained from the
EKF and the current NN weights. The identifier state error is computed based on its
estimate and measurement. The error in the state is used to update the NN weights
for the next time instance. The identifier uses a robust integral of the sign of the
error (RISE) feedback [97] to ensure asymptotic convergence of the state estimates
and their derivatives to the true values. The weight update equations are computed
using Lyapunov-based stability analysis.
The state identifier is given by
˙ˆxidt = Wˆ
T
t σ(Uˆ
T
t sˆt) + µt (2.5.1)
where Uˆt ∈ R28×nh , Wˆt ∈ Rnh×24, sˆt = [[xˆTidt , gˆt], 1]T ∈ R28, gˆt ∈ R3 is the current
estimate of g from the E-M algorithm, xˆidt ∈ R24 is the current identifier state,
and µt ∈ R24 is the RISE feedback term defined as µt = kx˜t − kx˜0 + νt, where
x˜t = xt − xˆidt is the state identification error at time t and νt ∈ R24 is the Filippov
generalized solution [92] to the following differential equation
ν˙t = (kα + γ)x˜t + β1sgn(x˜t); ν0 = 0 (2.5.2)
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where k, α, γ, β1 ∈ R+ are positive constant control gains and sgn(·) denotes a vector
signum function. The weight update equations are given by
˙ˆ
Wt = proj(Γwσˆ
′
tUˆ
T
xt
˙ˆxidtx˜
T
t ),
˙ˆ
Uxt = proj(Γux ˙ˆxidtx˜
T
t Wˆ
T
t σˆ
′
t), (2.5.3)
˙ˆ
Ugt = proj(Γug ˙ˆgtx˜
T
t Wˆ
T
t σˆ
′
t)
where proj(·) is a projection operator defined in [98], Uˆxt and Uˆgt are the sub-matrices
of Uˆt formed by taking the rows corresponding to xˆidt and gˆt respectively, σˆ
′
t is the
first order derivative of the sigmoid function with respect to its input UˆT sˆt, and
Γw, Γux , and Γug are constant weighting matrices of appropriate dimensions. In the
online learning algorithm gˆt from the E-M algorithm is used. Hence, for the online
learning step, gˆt is assumed to be a known parameter. The derivative of the intention
estimate ˙ˆgt is computed using the finite difference method. It is shown in Appendix
D that the identifier defined in (2.5.1) along with the update equations defined in
(2.5.3) is asymptotically stable and the state identification error converges to zero.
The learning algorithm is described in Algorithm 2.1.
2.6 Experimental Evaluation
In order to validate the ANIE algorithm, four different experiments are conducted
using data obtained from a Microsoft Kinect (3D camera) for Windows VI in the
Robotics and Controls lab at UConn and using the publicly available Cornell’s CAD-
120 dataset [26]. The joint position data obtained from the subjects are pre-processed
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Algorithm 2.1: Intention Inference with Online Model update algorithm
Obtain demonstrations;
Using a Kalman filter, obtain position, velocity, and acceleration estimates
for the demonstrations;
Label the training data based on the corresponding goal locations;
Learn the NN model defined in (2.3.2) using the demonstrations;
Obtain test data from a new subject using camera;
Filter the position measurements of the test data using a Kalman filter to
obtain position and velocity estimates and use them as measurements ZT ;
Initialize xˆ0, Pˆ0, xˆid0 , and gˆ0;
Define the parameters of the system: µ0, P0, Q, and Σz;
Define the gains for the online update algorithm: k, α, γ, β1,ΓW ,ΓUx , and ΓUg ;
while data for the current time step is present do
Read the current measurement zt;
E-step:
Using the current NN model and the previous intention estimate gˆt−1,
compute xˆt, Pˆt, Pˆt,t−1 using the extended Kalman filter (EKF);
M-step:
if Numerical optimization then
Using the estimates obtained from the E-step, compute gˆt by
iteratively maximizing the Q function defined in (2.4.14) over R3
using (2.4.16);
end
if Direct evaluation then
Using the estimates obtained from the E-step, compute gˆt by
maximizing the Q function defined in (2.4.14) over G using (2.4.17);
end
Online model update:
Using the intention estimate gˆt from the M-step, compute the identifier
output ˙ˆxidt using (2.5.1);
Update the current NN model by changing the weights according to the
adaptation laws given in (2.5.3);
end
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to obtain the velocity and acceleration estimates using a Kalman filter (See Appendix
A). Each demonstration is labeled based on the ground truth goal location in the fil-
tered data. Note that the goal location labeling is required and done only for demon-
strations that are a part of the training data. The measurements are processed on
a standard desktop computer running Intel i3 processor and 8 Gigabytes of memory.
The algorithm is coded in Matlab 2014a. The average computation time for pro-
cessing each frame and giving out an estimate is 0.05 sec. The average computation
time is computed over a sample trajectory consisting of 78 frames. In the first three
experiments, the success of a test is determined based on two criteria – (1) a test
is considered successful if the algorithm converges to the true intention in half the
time it took the subject to reach the goal location (SC1), and (2) a test is considered
successful if the algorithm converges to the true intention before the subject’s hand
reaches a sphere around the goal location with radius equal to the half of the straight
line distance between the start and the goal locations (SC2). The performance of the
algorithm is also evaluated based on the percentage of tests with correctly inferred
intentions with respect to the percentage of trajectory observed. The aim of each
experimental study is described below:
• The first experiment is conducted to show that the learned NN model can be
used to infer the intention from new data with different characteristics, such as
the starting positions of the arm, motion profiles, clutter, and number of target
locations.
• The second experiment is conducted to test the ANIE algorithm’s ability to
adapt to the motions of new subjects. The test trajectories are collected from
4 different subjects whose data are not used to train the NN offline.
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Figure 2.6.1: Intention inference by numerical optimization of Q function over R3 for
Subject 1.
Figure 2.6.2: Image sequence showing skeletal tracking (in red) and online inference of
the goal location (in green). The training and testing data, collected from the same
person, are mutually exclusive and have different initial conditions.
Figure 2.6.3: Image sequence showing the comparison between the ANIE algorithm and
the Euclidean distance-based algorithm. The inferred intention of the ANIE algorithm in
each frame is marked by solid red box while that of the Euclidean distance-based
algorithm is marked by a dashed yellow box. The trajectories predicted by the NN at the
specified frames are also overlaid (dashed red line).
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Figure 2.6.4: Image sequence showing the intention inferred by the ANIE algorithm
(solid red box) and the Euclidean distance-based technique (dashed yellow box). Four
objects are placed in new locations close to each other in a cluttered manner and no new
training data are used.
• The third experiment is conducted to validate the ANIE algorithm on an inde-
pendent dataset. The Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset is used for this purpose.
• The fourth experiment is conduct to evaluate the ability of the ANIE algorithm
to predict sub-task labels in the Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset.
The ANIE algorithm is compared with the two-layer unsupervised GMM algo-
rithm [38] and an Euclidean distance-based algorithm in the first three experiments,
and I-LQR and ATCRF algorithms in the fourth experiment. At every iteration, for
the Euclidean distance-based algorithm, the goal location that has the least Euclidean
distance to the reaching hand of the tracked human skeleton is chosen as an intention
estimate3. The comparisons are made based on the intention inference accuracy, the
average time of inference, and the trajectory prediction accuracy. The trajectory pre-
diction accuracy is evaluated using the dynamic time warping (DTW) distance [99]
between the hand trajectories and the trajectories predicted by the algorithms after
observing different percentages of the trajectories. In Experiment 4, performances
are evaluated using accuracy, precision, and recall. A video containing some of the
results presented in this section can be found at https://goo.gl/wgMhqN.
3The Euclidean distance-based method does not consider momentum information which can
potentially improve its prediction results.
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Table 2.6.1: Test Statistics of Experiment 1
Euclidean distance-based Unsupervised GMM [38] ANIE
No. of training sets 0 0 10
No. of test sets 120 120 120
No. of successful tests (SC1) 71 96 108
No. of successful tests (SC2) 65 91 106
Average time of inference (sec.) 1.12 0.87 0.71
2.6.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, the training and testing data are collected from the same person
(Subject 1). A set of 130 arm motion trajectories reaching for different objects are
recorded. The starting positions of the human arm and the possible goal locations of
the test trajectories are different from each other. Some of the trajectories involved
reaching objects that are randomly placed close to each other in a cluttered manner.
Some of the recorded arm motions consisted of the subject initially moving the hand
close to an object, but finally reaching another object. Each trajectory contained
roughly 100 to 125 frames of skeletal data. A set of 10 of these trajectories are used
for training an NN. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is empirically chosen
to be 50. Once the NN is trained, the test data (the remaining 120 trajectories) are
used as measurements to infer the underlying intentions. It should be noted that
the total number of frames for each reaching motion is not fixed and the intended
object is reached at varying frame numbers. The Q function is evaluated for all the
possible intentions to find the intention that led to the maximum Q value (direct
evaluation method). The initial mean of the state µ0 is assumed to be a zero vector.
The initial state covariance P0, the process noise covariance Q, and the measurement
noise covariance Σz are selected to be 0.2I24×24, 0.1I24×24, and 0.2I24×24, respectively,
where I denotes the identity matrix. The gains for the online learning algorithm
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Table 2.6.2: Test Statistics of Experiment 2
Euclidean distance-based Unsupervised GMM [38] ANIE
No. of test sets 134 134 134
No. of successful tests (SC1) 91 115 121
No. of successful tests (SC2) 88 113 120
Average time of inference (sec.) 1.23 0.81 0.75
Figure 2.6.5: Image sequence showing skeletal tracking (in red) and online inference of
intention, i.e., the goal location (in green) with online model update. Data from a Subject
2, with different initial conditions and motion profiles, are used to test the ANIE
algorithm.
defined in (2.5.1) and (2.5.3) are selected to be k = 20, α = 5, γ = 50, β1 = 1.25, and
the adaptation gains are chosen to be ΓW = 0.1I50×50, ΓUx = 0.2I24×24, ΓUg = 0.2I3×3.
The state estimates are initialized to the same value as the first measurement z1.
The sampling time for discretization is 1
30
sec. For a set of 20 trajectories, in-
tentions are also inferred by numerical optimization of the Q function, where g is
considered to be a continuous variable. The intention estimate gˆ is randomly initial-
ized to one of the four possible intentions. A sample result of intention estimation
using numerical optimization is shown in Fig. 2.6.1. The numerical optimization
Figure 2.6.6: Image sequence showing skeletal tracking (in red) and online inference of
intention (in green) with online model update (the motion starts from frame 36). Data
from Subject 3 with new and different goal locations, are used to test the ANIE algorithm.
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Figure 2.6.7: Image sequence showing the inferred intentions of Subject 4 (dashed
yellow box) and Subject 5 (dashed red box) as they are performing a collaborative desk
draw assembly task.
Figure 2.6.8: Image sequence showing the intention inferred by the ANIE algorithm
(solid red box) using Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset. No part of the CAD-120 dataset is used
to train the NN offline.
algorithm at each time step is run for 5 iterations. For different sample tests, Figs.
2.6.2, 2.6.3, and 2.6.4 show sequences of images at various time instances and indicate
the corresponding intention estimates for various scenarios considered for Experiment
1. At every frame, the trajectory of the subject’s hand is predicted by integrating
the model forward in time and is overlaid in Fig. 2.6.3. The test statistics of Exper-
iment 1 are given in Table 2.6.1. The quadratic deviation of each of the trajectories
from corresponding straight lines between the start and the goal locations are com-
puted. The quadratic deviation between any two sequences l = [l1, l2, · · ·, lN ] and
m = [m1,m2, · · ·,mN ], where li,mi ∈ Rn, is given by Dq =
∑
i ||li−mi||22. It is found
that the average quadratic deviation of the trajectories in the success cases is 18.51
m2 while the failure cases have an average quadratic deviation of 31.67 m2.
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2.6.2 Experiment 2
The second experiment uses data collected from Subjects 2, 3, 4, and 5 while only the
data collected from Subject 1 are used for training the NN offline. Intention is inferred
using the online learning algorithm to show that the online learning algorithm can
adapt to novel scenarios. A set of 134 arm trajectories reaching for different objects
are recorded for this experiment. The set of trajectories consists of 24 reaching
trajectories from Subject 2, 18 reaching trajectories from Subject 3, 12 reaching
trajectories from Subject 4, and 80 trajectories from a collaborative desk drawer
assembly task performed by Subjects 4 and 5. The gains for the online learning
algorithm defined in (2.5.1) and (2.5.3) are selected to be k = 20, α = 5, γ = 50,
β1 = 1.25, and the adaptation gains are chosen to be ΓW = 0.1I50×50, ΓUx = 0.2I24×24,
ΓUg = 0.2I3×3. The initial state covariance P0, the process noise covariance Q, and the
measurement noise covariance Σz are selected to be 0.2I24×24, 0.1I24×24, and 0.2I24×24,
respectively. The Q function is optimized using the direct evaluation method. The
test statistics of Experiment 2 are given in Table 2.6.2. In Figs. 2.6.5, 2.6.6, and
2.6.7, sequences of images showing the inferred intentions are given. The quadratic
deviation of each of the trajectories from corresponding straight lines between the
start and the goal locations are computed. It is found that the average quadratic
deviation of the trajectories in the failure cases is 35.4 m2, while that in the successful
cases is 18.67 m2.
2.6.3 Experiment 3
A set of 20 sequences (five sequences from each of the four subjects) with reaching
motions are randomly chosen from Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset. Due to the fact that
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Figure 2.6.9: Percentage of tests with correctly inferred intention as a function of the
percentage of trajectory observed over 274 trajectories from Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
the CAD-120 dataset has only three joints (shoulder, elbow, and hand) for each arm,
the state vector is redefined as xt ∈ R18 by removing the wrist joint position and
velocity from the original state definition. An NN is trained using the same set of 10
trajectories collected from Subject 1 for Experiment 1 with the measurements of the
wrist joint removed. However, no part of Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset is used to train
the NN offline. The gains for the online learning algorithm defined in (2.5.1) and
(2.5.3) are selected to be k = 20, α = 5, γ = 50, β1 = 1.25, and the adaptation gains
are chosen to be ΓW = 0.1I35×35, ΓUx = 0.2I18×18, and ΓUg = 0.2I3×3. The initial state
covariance P0, the process noise covariance Q, and the measurement noise covariance
Σz are selected to be 0.2I18×18, 0.1I18×18, and 0.2I18×18, respectively. The Q function
is optimized using the direct evaluation method. The possible goal locations are
chosen to be the objects on the table for each sequence. In Fig. 2.6.8, a sequence of
images overlaid with the inferred intentions is shown. The ANIE algorithm is able
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Table 2.6.3: Test Statistics of Experiment 3
Euclidean distance-based Unsupervised GMM [38] ANIE
No. of test sets 20 20 20
No. of successful tests (SC1) 12 17 18
No. of successful tests (SC2) 11 17 18
Average time of inference (sec.) 0.92 0.69 0.65
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Figure 2.6.10: Percentage of tests with correctly inferred intention as a function of the
percentage of trajectory observed for the ANIE algorithm (1) with online learning, and (2)
without online learning over 274 trajectories from Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
to infer the correct intention in 18 tests according to both SC1 and SC2. The test
statistics of Experiment 3 are given in Table 3.5.1.
In Fig. 2.6.9, the percentage of tests where the intention is correctly inferred is
shown as a function of time for the first three experiments. In order to evaluate
the importance of online learning, the intention inference accuracies of the ANIE
algorithm are compared with and without the online learning component. The results
are shown in Fig. 2.6.10. In addition to the intention inference accuracy, trajectory
prediction accuracy of the ANIE algorithm is evaluated in the first three experiments.
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Figure 2.6.11: Average DTW distance as a function of percentage of trajectories
observed over 274 trajectories from Experiments 1, 2, and 3.
This evaluation is realized by computing the DTW distance [99] between the hand
trajectories predicted by the NN and the corresponding true trajectories for all the test
trajectories. The DTW distance is computed at various instances in time based on the
percentage of trajectory that is observed (20%, 40%, 60%, and 80%). The same metric
is also computed for the unsupervised GMM algorithm. The predicted trajectories
are computed by forward propagating the models in time until the corresponding
goal locations are reached. In Fig. 2.6.11, the relationship between the average
DTW distance and the percentage of trajectory observed is shown for the first three
experiments.
2.6.4 Experiment 4
The fourth experiment is conducted on the CAD-120 dataset. In this experiment,
the ANIE algorithm is used for labeling sub-activities and compared with the I-LQR
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[39] and the ATCRF [26] algorithms. For the purpose of comparison, modifications
to the CAD-120 dataset are made following the steps described in [39]. The original
CAD-120 dataset has 10 sub-activities: reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking,
opening, placing, closing, cleaning, and null. Each sub-activity is considered to be
associated with a goal location in order to map a goal location predicted by the ANIE
algorithm to a sub-activity label. The moving sub-activity is considered to be a part
of the succeeding sub-activity. For instance, if moving proceeds pouring, the goal of
the moving sub-activity will be the location above the container that is being poured
into. Hence the moving sub-activity is merged with the sub-activity it proceeds. The
null sub-activity is ignored since it is not driven by a goal location. The opening sub-
activity is divided into two sub-activities, namely, opening the microwave and opening
a jar since they have different goal locations. These modifications result in a total
of nine sub-activities. The goal locations of eating and drinking sub-activities are
chosen to be the head-joint of the tracked human skeleton. The goal locations of the
other sub-activities are computed by averaging over the observed goal locations of the
respective sub-activity in the training set. More details about the modifications and
setup can be found in [39]. The dataset is randomly divided into testing and training
set with 10% of trajectories being in the test set. The gains of the online learning
component are selected to be the same as Experiment 3. The ANIE algorithm’s
ability to classify the sub-activities is evaluated at different percentages of trajectory
that is observed (20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). The comparison results are
summarized in Table 2.6.4. The performance statistics of the inverse LQR (I-LQR)
and the ATCRF algorithms reported in [39] are used for comparison.
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Table 2.6.4: Comparison results from Experiment 4
Accuracy Macro Precision Macro Recall
ANIE 20% sequence 58.21 40.34± 21.95 37.04± 27.67
ANIE 40% sequence 76.12 70.02± 26.28 63.22± 28.89
ANIE 60% sequence 92.54 97.57± 4.81 86.3± 13.56
ANIE 80% sequence 95.52 98.59± 0.28 92.22± 11.76
ANIE 100% sequence 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
I-LQR 20% sequence [39] 80.9 65.0± 3.1 77.3± 2.4
I-LQR 40% sequence [39] 82.5 73.4±2.2 91.4± 0.6
I-LQR 60% sequence [39] 84.1 79.1± 2.5 94.2± 0.6
I-LQR 80% sequence [39] 90.4 87.5± 1.8 96.2± 0.3
I-LQR 100% sequence [39] 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
ATCRF 100% sequence [26] 86.0 84.2± 1.3 76.9± 2.6
2.7 Discussion
Four sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate the performance of the ANIE
algorithm with real data collected using a camera sensor and the CAD-120 dataset.
In the first three experiments, the ANIE algorithm outperforms both the unsupervised
GMM algorithm and the Euclidean distance-based approach. In the first experiment,
the ANIE algorithm resulted in 12 (according to SC1) and 14 (according to SC2)
unsuccessful tests out of 120 tests as opposed to the unsupervised GMM algorithm
that resulted in 24 (according to SC1) and 29 (according to SC2) unsuccessful tests.
The test data for Experiment 1 involve objects randomly placed close to each other in
a cluttered manner and confusing trajectories that approach a certain location initially
and then change course to ultimately reach a different location. The ANIE algorithm
is still able to infer the correct intention ahead of time in most cases. The second
experiment involved data collected from four new subjects. The ANIE algorithm
resulted in only 13 (according to SC1) and 14 (according to SC2) unsuccessful tests
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out of 134 tests as opposed to the unsupervised GMM algorithm’s 19 (according
to SC1) and 21 (according to SC2) unsuccessful tests. In Experiment 3, conducted
on the CAD-120 dataset, the ANIE algorithm resulted in 2 (according to SC1 and
SC2) unsuccessful tests out of 20 tests as opposed to 3 (according to SC1 and SC2)
unsuccessful tests of the unsupervised GMM algorithm. In addition to intention
inference accuracy, the ANIE algorithm also performs better in terms of trajectory
prediction accuracy. The ANIE algorithm’s average DTW distances, computed over
the first three experiments, between the predicted and the true trajectories at the
given time instances are 22.79, 18.66, 10.19, and 2.21 while those of the unsupervised
GMM algorithm are 24.44, 20.20, 11.26, and 3.80.
For the first three experiments, the NN is trained using data collected from Subject
1 of Experiment 1. Hence, it is challenging to learn mappings that are generalizable
to new instances. The online learning component improves the performance of the
ANIE algorithm for the novel cases. The initial hand locations of the testing data
are considerably different from that of the training data. The average Euclidean
distance between the initial hand locations of all 254 test trajectories and the average
of the initial hand locations of the 10 trajectories of the training data is found to
be 0.46 m. The experimental results show that the ANIE algorithm can be used in
generic scenarios where the subject as well as other characteristics are different than
what the NN is trained for. In the first three experiments, the ANIE algorithm and
the unsupervised GMM algorithm outperform the Euclidean distance-based method.
This comparison points out the need for learning the dynamics of reaching motion.
The Euclidean distance-based approach failed in many cases where the objects are
placed close to each other and where objects are placed on the way to reach the target
object. In contrast, the ANIE algorithm and the unsupervised GMM algorithm are
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able to infer the true goal locations ahead of time in such instances by learning
the new trajectories online. The failure cases (according to SC1 and SC2) of the
ANIE algorithm in our experiments can be related to complicated motions that are
not typical arm motions represented by the large average quadratic deviation of the
arm trajectories from a straight line connecting the starting and end locations. The
average quadratic deviations are found to be 18.51 m2 (Experiment 1) and 18.51 m2
(Experiment 2) for the successful tests compared to 31.67 m2 (Experiment 1) and
35.4 m2 (Experiment 2) for the unsuccessful tests. The non-typical arm motions are
the outliers in the data representation to the NN.
In Experiment 4, the ANIE algorithm is shown to be capable of labeling the
sub-tasks on the CAD-120 dataset. The comparison results indicate that the ANIE
and I-LQR algorithms perform better than the ATCRF algorithm. Furthermore, the
I-LQR algorithm performs better than the ANIE algorithm when 20% and 40% of
the trajectory is observed while the ANIE algorithm does better after observing 60%
and 80% of the trajectory. It is believed that since I-LQR algorithm is a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimator with heuristically designed priors, it works better for
20% and 40% observed trajectory cases. Whereas the online learning component of
the ANIE algorithm is believed to be a reason for improved performance of ANIE
algorithm for 60% and 80% of trajectory observed.
2.8 Summary
A new methodology called adaptive-neural-intention estimator (ANIE) is presented
to infer human intentions denoted by the goal locations of reaching motions using
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an NN-based approximate E-M algorithm with online model learning. NNs are used
to model the nonlinear human arm motion dynamics. An identifier-based online
learning algorithm is developed to iteratively learn new motion dynamics as new
measurements become available. Experimental results show that online learning can
improve the intention inference results for new human subjects with different initial
conditions, motion profiles, and goal locations. Comparison of ANIE algorithm on
Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset with unsupervised GMM and Euclidean distance-based
approach shows better performance of ANIE algorithm. It is observed that the ANIE
algorithm is capable of predicting sub-task labels in the Cornell’s CAD-120 dataset.
The labeling results are compared with the I-LQR and the ATCRF algorithms. A real
time implementation of the ANIE algorithm on the Baxter robot and sensor fusion
strategies to take advantage of other cues, such as head pose and eye gaze, will be
considered in future work.
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Chapter 3
Gaze and Motion Information
Fusion for Bayesian Intention
Inference
3.1 Background
In this chapter, a Bayesian inference algorithm to predict the intention of human
partners is presented. To this end, a Neural Network (NN) is used to learn the
complex dynamics of human arm reaching motion and the learned model is used to
infer the user’s intentions. It is shown that humans and animals generate inherently
closed-loop stable limb motions while performing reaching tasks [69]. Hence, the
problem of learning the arm dynamics is formulated as a parameter learning problem
under constrains, derived using contraction analysis of nonlinear systems [6], that aid
in learning stable nonlinear dynamics. Details of the learning algorithm can be found
in [53, 100]. The inference algorithm is agnostic to the learning method. Any method
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that is capable of learning stable nonlinear dynamical systems (e.g. [12]) could be
used to learn the arm motion model.
The learned model is then used to infer the goal location of a human co-worker.
The main contribution of this work is the inference of the goal location (intention) of
human arm motion based on the posterior probabilities of all possible goal locations.
We develop a novel method to generate multiple models of human arm reaching to
different locations using the learned model and to infer the goal location by using an
interacting multiple model (IMM) filtering approach (cf. [101, 102]). The multiple
models corresponding to different goal locations are obtained by translating the origin
of the original system to the new goal locations. The probabilities of the goal locations
are calculated using model matched filtering. The algorithm is adaptable to new
users and novel scenarios. It is noted that the presented algorithm is generic in the
sense that it could be applied to motions that have multiple underlying models. For
instance a sequential task, composed of consequent reaching motions each different
target locations, could be considered as a motion with multiple interacting underlying
models. In the case of motions with a single underlying model, the proposed algorithm
could still be used in a multiple model framework but without any interaction [101].
Note that the use of a uniform prior over candidate goal locations is not suitable
for cluttered environments with a large number of candidate goal locations. This
is due to the fact that the inference algorithm will then have to consider a large
number of models and run equally many filters in parallel to carry out the inference.
A carefully designed prior distribution that is based on heuristics would render the
MMIE algorithm suitable to such scenarios by reducing the number of candidate goal
locations and, ultimately, the time taken to infer the true goal location. In this work,
gaze information is used to compute the prior distribution.
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Figure 3.1.1: Block diagram illustrating the building blocks of the gaze-based
multiple-model intention estimator (G-MMIE) algorithm.
Human gaze and attention are known to be task-dependent and goal-oriented
[103]. Gaze cues are proved to be efficient in communicating attention [104]. In [105],
it is demonstrated that adults predict action goals by fixating on the end location
of an action before it is reached, both when they execute an action themselves and
when they observe someone else executing an action. In [106], a survey of various
studies that followed [105] is presented. In [107], it is noted that the point of fixation
in a given scenario may not be the most visually salient location, but rather will
correspond to the best location given the specifications and demands of the task.
These studies in [103, 104, 105, 106] suggest that the use of gaze information would
be helpful in predicting the intention or goal location of human reaching motions.
The contribution of this work involves using gaze as a heuristic to compute the
prior probabilities of the candidate goal locations in order to perform early prediction
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of the goal location of human reaching actions. The convolution neural network
(CNN)-based gaze estimation algorithm, presented in [108], is used to obtain a gaze
map from a given RGB image. The gaze map is a spatial map that contains the
probability of each pixel being the gaze point. Then, the top Ng candidate goal
locations are chosen by thresholding and their prior probabilities are computed based
on the gaze map. The prior distribution is subsequently used in a Bayesian setting
to obtain a maximum-a-posteriori (MAP) estimate of the goal location.
3.2 Learning Contracting Nonlinear Dynamics of
Human Reaching Motion
In this section, a method for learning the dynamics of human arm reaching motion
is presented. Consider a state variable x (t) ∈ Rn and a set of ND demonstrations
{Di}NDi=1 representing reaching motions to various goal locations. Each demonstration
would consist of the trajectories of the state {x (t)}t=Tt=0 and the trajectories of the
state derivative {x˙ (t)}t=Tt=0 from time t = 0 to t = T . All state trajectories of the
demonstrations are translated such that they converge to the origin. Let the trans-
lated demonstrations be solutions to the underlying dynamical system governed by
the following first order differential equation
x˙ (t) = f (x (t)) + w (t) (3.2.1)
where f : Rn → Rn is a nonlinear continuously differentiable function and w ∼
N (0, Qc) is a zero mean Gaussian process with covariance Qc. Since all the tra-
jectories of the translated demonstrations converge to the origin, the system defined
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in (5.2.1) could be seen as a globally contracting system. The nonlinear function
f (·) is modeled by using a neural network (NN): f (x(t)) = W Tσ (UT s (t))+  (s (t))
where s (t) =
[
x (t)T , 1
]T
∈ Rn+1 is the input vector to the NN, U ∈ Rn+1×nh and
W ∈ Rnh×n are the bounded constant weight matrices,  (s (t)) ∈ Rn is the function
reconstruction error that goes to zero after the NN is fully trained, nh is the num-
ber of neurons in the hidden layer of the NN, σ(UT s (t)) = [ 1
1+exp(−(UT s(t))1) , · · ·,
1
1+exp(−(UT s(t))i) , · · ·,
1
1+exp(−(UT s(t))nh )
]T is the vector-sigmoid activation function, and(
UT s (t)
)
i
is the ith element of the vector
(
UT s (t)
)
. Note that only one NN is used
to represent the dynamics of reaching motion trajectories that converge to the origin.
Arm motion trajectories pertaining to different goal locations can be obtained by
corresponding liner translations of the solutions to the dynamical system in (5.2.1).
The constrained optimization problem to be solved in order to train a contracting
NN is given by
{Wˆ , Uˆ} = arg min
W,U
{αED + βEW} (3.2.2)
such that
∂f
∂x
T
M +M
∂f
∂x
≤ −γM, M > 0 (3.2.3)
where ED =
∑D
i=1 [yi − ai]T [yi − ai], yi ∈ Rn and ai ∈ Rn represent the target and
the network’s output of the ith demonstration, EW is the sum of the squares of the
NN weights, α, β ∈ R are scalar parameters of regularization [93], γ ∈ R is a strictly
positive constant, and M ∈ Rn×n represents a constant positive symmetric matrix.
The Jacobian, ∂f
∂x
is given by
∂f
∂x
= W T
∂σ
(
UT s
)
∂x
= W T
[
Σ
′ (
UT s
)]
UTx (3.2.4)
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where for any b ∈ Rp, Σ′ (b) ∈ Rnh×nh is a diagonal matrix given by
Σ
′
(b) = diag (σ (b1) (1− σ (b1)) ,
σ (b2) (1− σ (b2)) , · · ··, σ (bp) (1− σ (bp))) , (3.2.5)
and Ux ∈ Rn×nh is a sub-matrix of U formed by taking the first n rows of U.
3.3 Gaze-based Prior Computation
3.3.1 Gaze Map Estimation
This section breifly describes the CNN, introduced in [108], that is used to extract
gaze information from an RGB image. To this end, a deep architecture of CNN is
employed. The input (features) to the CNN is a Dw ×Dh RGB image of the subject
looking at an object and the relative position of the subject’s head in that image.
The output is the gaze map G of size Dw × Dh containing the probabilities of each
pixel being the gaze point.
Data: The dataset used for training the CNN model, as described in [108], is
created by concatenating images from six different sources: 1548 images from SUN
[109]; 33790 images from MS coco [110]; 9135 images from Actions40 [111]; 7791
images from PASCAL [112]; 508 images from the ImageNet detection challenge [113];
and 198097 images from the Places dataset [114].
Implementation of Convolution Neural Network
(CNN): The five layered CNN shown in Fig. 3.1.1 is implemented using Caffe [115].
Images of size 224× 224× 3 are used for training the CNN. These input images are
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filtered by 96 convolution kernels of size 11× 11× 3 and fed into the first convolution
layer of size 55×55×96. The output of the first layer is filtered with 256 convolution
kernels of size 5 × 5 × 48 and fed to the second convolution layer. The subsequent
three layers are connected to one another without any pooling layers between them.
The third convolution layer has 384 convolution kernels of size 3× 3× 256 connected
to the normalized and pooled outputs of the second convolution layer. The fourth
convolution layer has 384 convolution kernels of size 3× 3× 192 and the fifth convo-
lution layer has 256 convolution kernels of size 3×3×192. The remaining four layers
used in the network are fully connected (FC) and are of sizes 100, 400, 200, and 169.
See [108] for a more in-depth description of the CNN framework.
3.3.2 Computation of Prior Distribution using Gaze Map
The average prior probability p¯j(0) of the jth object in the scene is calculated as
follows
p¯j(0) =
∑
i∈GPj
(G(i)/NPj) , (3.3.1)
where G(i) is the probability of the ith pixel being the gaze point, NPj is the number
of pixels associated with the jth object, and GPj is the set of all pixel locations
associated with the jth object. Of all the objects in the scene, the objects that
correspond to the top Ng average prior probabilities are chosen as the candidate goal
locations. The prior probability of each of the Ng candidate locations being the goal
location is calculated as follows
µj(0) =
∑
i∈GPj (G(i)/NPj)∑Ng
j=1
∑
i∈GPj (G(i)/NPj)
(3.3.2)
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where µj(0) is the prior probability of gj being the goal location and gj refers to the
location of the jth object.
3.4 Intention Inference using Gaze Prior and Mo-
tion Dynamics
Given the trained network and a trajectory of the reaching hand, the problem involves
inferring the goal location ahead in time. Let a finite set of candidate goal locations
that the human can reach be G = {g1, g2, · · ··, gNg}. Let the equilibrium point of
the NN be the origin (x = 0n×1). The NN learned from human demonstrations is
used to represent human motion. For each goal location gj, the state vector and
the corresponding dynamics are defined as xj (t) = [[xpos (t) − gj]T , xTvel (t)]T and
x˙j (t) = f(xj (t)). Similarly, for a set of Ng goal locations, a set of Ng dynamic
systems is formed. The discretized versions of these systems are given by
xj(k + 1) = xj(k) + Tsf
(
xj(k)
)
+ Tsw(k) (3.4.1)
where j = 1, .., Ng and Ts is the sampling period. The measurement model is given
by
z(k) = h(x(k)) + v(k), j = 1, 2, ..., Ng (3.4.2)
where z(k) is the measurement vector at time instant k, v ∼ N (0, R) is a zero
mean Gaussian process with covariance R and h(x (k)) =
[
1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
]
x (k) is the
measurement function.
Let M1,M2, ....,MNg represent the Ng models defined in (3.4.1) and (3.4.2) for the
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set of candidate goal locations G, the objective is to estimate p(gj|Z1:k). The expres-
sion p(gj|Z1:k) denotes the posterior probability of each gj being the actual goal loca-
tion given a set of k measurements Z1:k = [z(1), z(2), · · ·, z(k)]. Note that p(gj|Z1:k) =
p(Mj|Z1:k) since the models and goal locations have a one-to-one correspondence.
Hence, in order to obtain the posterior probabilities p(gj|Z1:k), j = 1, .., Ng, the pos-
terior probabilities of the models p(Mj|Z1:k), j = 1, .., Ng is computed. The posterior
probability p(Mj|Z1:k) is calculated using the Bayes’ theorem as follows p(Mj|Z1:k) =
p(Z1:k|Mj)p(Mj)∑N
i=1 p(Z1:k|Mi)p(Mi)
,
where p(Z1:k|Mj) is the likelihood of Mj, and p(Mj) is the prior probability of Mj.
In the IMM framework with Ng models, the likelihood functions p(Z1:k|Mj) are com-
puted using Ng filters running in parallel. The G-MMIE algorithm uses extended
Kalman filters (EKFs). Each iteration of the IMM filter for intention inference is di-
vided into three main steps (cf. [81]). These steps are summarized in the remainder
of this subsection.
Interaction/Mixing: At the beginning of each iteration, the initial conditions
(state estimate xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1) and covariance Pˆ 0j(k − 1|k − 1) ), where superscript
0 denotes initial condition, j denotes the number of the filter, at time k, are adjusted
by mixing the filter outputs from the previous iteration (time instant k − 1) in the
following way
xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1) =
Ng∑
i=1
xˆi(k − 1|k − 1) (3.4.3)
×µi|j(k − 1|k − 1), j = 1, .., Ng
Pˆ 0j(k − 1|k − 1) =
Ng∑
i=1
µi|j(k − 1|k − 1) (3.4.4)
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{Pˆ i(k − 1|k − 1) + [xˆi(k − 1|k − 1)− xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1)]
×[xˆi(k − 1|k − 1)− xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1)]T}, j = 1, .., Ng
where xˆi(k − 1|k − 1), Pˆ i(k − 1|k − 1) are the state estimate and its covariance
respectively corresponding to model Mi at time k − 1 and the mixing probabilities
µi|j(k − 1|k − 1) are given by
µi|j(k − 1|k − 1) = Πijµi(k − 1)
c¯j
, i, j = 1, 2, ..., Ng (3.4.5)
where Πij = p(M(k) = Mj|M(k−1) = Mi) is the model transition or jump probability
and µi(k−1) = p(Mi|Z1:k−1) is the probability of ith model Mi being the right model
at time k − 1 and c¯j =
∑N
i=1 Πijµi(k − 1) are the normalizing constants.
Model Matched Filtering: Once the initial conditions xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1) and
Pˆ 0j(k− 1|k− 1) are available for each filter, the state estimate and its covariance for
each model are computed using the EKFs matched to the models. Along with the
state estimates and the corresponding covariances, the likelihood functions Λj(k) are
computed using the mixed initial condition (3.4.3) and the corresponding covariance
(3.4.4). The likelihood Λj(k), a Gaussian distribution with the predicted measurement
as the mean and the covariance equal to the innovation covariance, is given by
Λj(k) =p(z(k)|Mj(k), xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1),
Pˆ 0j(k − 1|k − 1))
=N (z(k); zˆj(k|k − 1; xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1)),
Sj(k; Pˆ 0j(k − 1|k − 1))), j = 1, .., Ng (3.4.6)
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Figure 3.4.1: Gaze-based prior computation: The input image (left), the gaze map
overlaid on the input image (center), and the computed prior probabilities of the top five
objects (right).
where Sj(k;P 0j(k−1|k−1)) is the innovation covariance and zˆj(k|k−1; xˆ0j(k−1|k−1))
is the jth filter’s predicted measurement at time k.
Model Probability Update: After the likelihood functions of the models Λj(k)
are available, the model posterior probabilities µj(k) are calculated as follows
µj(k) = p(gi|Z1:k) = p(Mj(k)|Z1:k)
µj(k) = p(z(k)|Mj(k), Z1:k−1)p(Mj(k)|Z1:k−1)
µj(k) =
Λj(k)c¯j∑N
j=1 Λj(k)c¯j
, j = 1, 2, ...., Ng (3.4.7)
and the goal location estimate gˆ(k) is given by
gˆ(k) = arg max
g∈G
p(g|Z1:k) (3.4.8)
The optimization problem in (3.4.8) is solved by choosing the location gi ∈ G
corresponding to the model Mi with the highest model probability µi(k) at time k.
Model Switch Detection: Tasks with a sequence of reaching motions involve
switching between consecutive reaching motions. In such tasks, the switching time
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Algorithm 3.1: The G-MMIE algorithm
Observe the work space to estimate the set of all goal locations;
Compute the gaze map G of the first image using the trained CNN;
Compute the average prior probability of all the objects in the scene using
(3.3.1);
Choose the top Ng objects based on their average prior probabilities as
candidate goal locations;
Compute the prior probability distribution among the Ng objects using
(3.3.2) Obtain Ng models by translating the original contracting system to
all candidate goal locations using (3.4.1);
Initialize xˆj(0), Pˆ j(0), j = 1, 2, · · ·, Ng and gˆ(0);
Define the parameters of the system: R,Πij, Q
j, i, j = 1, 2, ··, Ng;
while data for the current time step is present do
Read the current measurement z(k)
Mixing Probabilities:
Using previous state estimates and covariances
xˆj(k − 1), Pˆ j(k − 1), j = 1, 2, · · ·, Ng, compute the mixed initial
estimates and covariances
xˆ0j(k − 1|k − 1), Pˆ 0j(k − 1|k − 1), j = 1, 2, · · ·, Ng based on (3.4.3) and
(3.4.4);
Model Matched Filtering:
From the mixed initial estimates and the corresponding covariances from
the previous step, compute the state model likelihoods Λj(t), state
estimates and covariances xˆj(k), Pˆ j(k), j = 1, 2, · · ·, Ng using extended
Kalman filters (EKFs) and (3.4.6);
Model Probabilities:
Compute the posterior probability of each model p(Mj|Z1:k) using (3.4.7)
based on the output of the previous step ;
Infer the goal location (intention) gˆ(k) using (3.4.8);
Model Switch Detection:
if Object is reached then
if model switch is detected then
Compute the gaze map G of the current image and start over;
end
end
end
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instants are not known a priori. The G-MMIE algorithm is able to detect the switches
on-the-fly by observing the model probabilities. After a reaching motion is complete,
a change in the goal location estimate indicates that the next reaching motion has
begun. Once the switch is detected, the gaze prior computed from the current image
is used to select the top Ng objects. The model probabilities are reinitialized to the
newly obtained gaze-prior. The implementation details of the inference algorithm is
given in Algorithm 3.1.
3.5 Experimental Evaluation
In order to validate the G-MMIE algorithm, a total of four experiments are carried
out. The algorithm is coded in MATLAB and is run on a standard desktop computer
running Intel i7 processor with 8 Gigabytes of memory. The average computation time
of the G-MMIE algorithm for processing each frame and giving out an estimate is
0.053 sec. The average computation time is computed over a 100 sample trajectories.
In all experiments, the training and testing data are mutually exclusive. In the
training set, each trajectory is labeled based on the ground truth goal location. Note
that the ground truth labeling is done only for the trajectories in the training set.
The computation of gaze-based priors for a sample trajectory from Experiment 2 is
illustrated in Fig. 3.4.1. The objectives of each experiment is described below:
• Experiment 1 : Evaluate and compare the ability of the G-MMIE algorithm to
infer intentions with that of state-of-the-art inference algorithms.
• Experiment 2 : Evaluate the importance of gaze prior in the G-MMIE algorithm
in a cluttered scenario with a large number of objects.
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• Experiment 3: Test the ability of the G-MMIE algorithm to infer the goal
locations of sequences of reaching motions.
• Experiment 4: Evaluate the ability of the G-MMIE algorithm to infer sub-
activity labels on an independent dataset by using the Cornell’s CAD-120
dataset [26].
In all the experiments, the position and velocity of the hand in 3-dimensional
(3D) Cartesian space are considered to be the elements of the state vector x(k) ∈ R6.
The initial state estimate covariance Pˆ j(0), j = 1, 2, ··, Ng, the process noise covari-
ance Qj , j = 1, ··, Ng, and the measurement noise covariance R are selected to be
0.2I6×6, 0.1I6×6, and 0.2I6×6, respectively. The state estimates xˆj, j = 1, 2, ··, Ng, are
initialized using the first two measurement z(1) and z(2) (a finite difference method
is used for the velocity initialization). The diagonal and off-diagonal elements of
the model transition matrix are chosen to be Πii (m,m) = 1 − 0.01(Ng − 1) and
Πij (m,n) = 0.01,∀m 6= n, respectively, where Πij (m,n) is the mnth element of Πij.
The number of goal locations to be considered (after thresholding based on gaze pri-
ors) is empirically chosen be Ng = min(N˜g, 5) where N˜g is the total number of objects
in the scene.
3.5.1 Experiment 1
In this experiment, the G-MMIE algorithm is evaluated on a testing data set com-
prised of a total of 1050 trajectories of reaching motions collected from 11 different
subjects at 30 Hz using a Microsoft Kinect in the Robotics and Controls Lab at
UConn. A separate set of 10 reaching trajectories from one of the 11 subjects is used
to train the motion model. The number of neurons in the hidden layer is chosen to
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Figure 3.5.1: Sequence of images (left to right) showing the intentions inferred by the
G-MMIE algorithm with prior probabilities of the top 5 objects for both subjects overlaid
on the rst frame.
be 50. The subjects are given no other instructions but to reach for the objects. The
test trajectories are collected in scenarios with a variety of initial positions, distinct
motion profiles, different object locations, and the number of subjects simultaneously
performing reaching motions. Further, the number of objects on the table varied
between 4 and 10. The total number of frames for each trajectory is not fixed and
the intended object is reached at varying frame numbers (each trajectory contained
roughly 100 to 150 frames of tracked skeletal data). The hand position data obtained
from the subjects are processed to obtain the velocity and acceleration estimates using
a Kalman filter (see [94] for details). An exemplary sequence of images, illustrating
the goal locations inferred by the G-MMIE algorithm as two subjects simultaneously
perform reaching motions, is shown in Fig. 3.5.1. Note that when two subjects reach
for their respective goal locations simultaneously, two separate instances of the G-
MMIE algorithm (one for each subject) are used to infer intentions. Further, each
reaching motion of each subject is counted as a separate run.
Furthermore, the performance of the G-MMIE algorithm is compared with that
of the MMIE [84], the adaptive neural intention estimator (ANIE) [116], and the
unsupervised online learning algorithm (UOLA) [117]. In Fig. 3.5.2, the percentages
of tests where the intention is correctly inferred by different algorithms are shown as
a function of the percentage of trajectory observed.
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Figure 3.5.2: Percentage of tests with correctly inferred intention as a function of the
percentage of trajectory observed for Experiment 1.
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Figure 3.5.3: Image sequence showing the intention inferred by the MMIE algorithm
(dashed green box) and the G-MMIE algorithm (solid red box) for objects placed in a
cluttered manner.
3.5.2 Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, the importance of gaze prior is illustrated by considering a scenario
with a large number of objects. For this experiment, a total of 24 objects are placed
close to each other in a cluttered manner. No additional offline training is performed
and the same models trained in Experiment 1 (using 10 trajectories collected from
one subject) is used in the evaluations. A new set of 94 reaching trajectories are
collected from two subjects as part of the testing set. The data are collected from the
two subjects on separate occasions. Similar to Experiment 1, the data are collected
at 30 Hz using a Microsoft Kinect in the Robotics and Controls Lab at UConn. The
initial conditions, motion profiles, and object locations of the trajectories in the data
set are different. The recorded joint position data are filtered to obtain the velocity
and acceleration estimates using a Kalman filter.
To illustrate the advantage of the gaze prior, a sequence of images with the goal
locations inferred by the MMIE algorithm [84] and the G-MMIE algorithm is shown
in Fig. 3.5.3. In Fig. 3.5.4, the percentages of tests where the intention is correctly
inferred by different algorithms are shown as a function of the percentage of trajectory
observed.
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Figure 3.5.4: Percentage of tests with correctly inferred intention as a function of the
percentage of trajectory observed for Experiment 2.
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Figure 3.5.5: Image sequence showing the intention inferred by the G-MMIE algorithm
(solid yellow box) as a subject reaches for two dierent objects in a sequence. The fourth
image shows the instance where the model switch is detected.
Figure 3.5.6: Image sequence showing the intention inferred by the G-MMIE algorithm
(solid red box) as a subject performs sequential reaching motions.
3.5.3 Experiment 3
In this experiment, the G-MMIE algorithm is tested on sequences of reaching motions
in two testing scenarios. In the first testing scenario, a set of five sequences, each with
four reaching motions, is collected from one subject. In this testing scenario, a total of
15 objects are randomly placed close to each other in a cluttered manner. The second
testing scenario involved two subjects collaborating to assemble a desk drawer. The
assembly involved 15 reaching motions and 6 candidate goal locations. No additional
offline training is performed and the same models trained in Experiment 1 (using 10
trajectories collected from one subject) is used in the evaluations.
The G-MMIE algorithm is found to detect the model switch in all occasions of
both the testing scenarios. In Fig. 3.5.5, a sequence of images with the goal locations
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Figure 3.5.7: Sequence of images showing the intentions inferred by the G-MMIE
algorithm as Subject 4 from the CAD-120 dataset reaches for an object with his right
hand and then reaches for another object with his left.
inferred by the G-MMIE algorithm in the first testing scenario is shown. A similar
sequence of images for the second testing scenario is shown in Fig 3.5.6.
3.5.4 Experiment 4
Modifications to the CAD-120 dataset : For the purpose of using goal location predic-
tion to identify sub-activity labels, modifications to the CAD-120 dataset are made
following the steps described in [39]. There are 10 sub-activities in the original CAD-
120 dataset: reaching, moving, pouring, eating, drinking, opening, placing, closing,
cleaning, and null. Each sub-activity is considered to be associated with a goal lo-
cation (i.e., a one-to-one mapping between goal locations and sub-activity labels).
The moving sub-activity is considered to be a part of the succeeding sub-activity and
is merged with the following sub-activity. The null sub-activity is ignored since it
is not driven by a goal location. The opening sub-activity is divided into two new
sub-activities, namely, opening-the-microwave and opening-a-jar since they have dif-
ferent goal locations. These modifications result in a total of nine sub-activities. The
goal locations of each sub-activities is computed by averaging over the observed goal
locations in the training set.
Performance Evaluation: The dataset is randomly divided into testing and train-
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ing set with 10% of trajectories allocated for the test set. The G-MMIE algorithm’s
effectiveness in inferring the sub-activity label (measured in terms of accuracy, pre-
cision, and recall) is evaluated at different percentages of trajectory that is observed
(20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, and 100%). An exemplary sequence of images, illustrating the
goal locations inferred by the G-MMIE algorithm as a subject performs two reach-
ing motions (one with each hand), is shown in Fig. 3.5.7. In this experiment, the
G-MMIE algorithm is compared with the MMIE [84], ANIE [116], I-LQR [39], and
ATCRF [26] algorithms. The results of the comparison are summarized in Table
3.5.1. The statistics in Table 3.5.1, pertaining to the ANIE, I-LQR and the ATCRF
algorithms, reported in [116], are used here for comparison. Accuracy is given by NC
NT
where NC denotes the number of correct classifications and NT is the total number of
classifications. Precision and recall are given by NTP
NTP+NFP
and NTP
NTP+NFN
, respectively,
where NTP denotes the number of true positives, NFP denotes the number of false
positives, and NFN denotes the number of false negatives.
3.6 Discussion
This section provides a discussion of the experimental results presented in Section
5.3.
Experiment 1: In Experiment 1, the motion model used in the G-MMIE al-
gorithm is trained from 10 trajectories collected from a single subject. The testing
set consists of 1050 trajectories, that are different from the training trajectories, col-
lected from 11 subjects. The trajectories in the test set varied in terms of several
characteristics, such as motion profiles, number of subjects simultaneously perform-
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Table 3.5.1: Results of labeling sub-activities in the CAD-120 dataset
Algorithm Accuracy Macro Precision Macro Recall
G-MMIE 20% sequence 67.25 55.32± 16.76 52.7± 16.17
G-MMIE 40% sequence 83.98 76.16± 12.62 73.33± 15.81
G-MMIE 60% sequence 95.54 98.95± 5.23 92.63± 6.43
G-MMIE 80% sequence 97.66 99.54± 0.59 96.9± 1.44
G-MMIE 100% sequence 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
ANIE 20% sequence 58.21 40.34± 21.95 37.04± 27.67
ANIE 40% sequence 76.12 70.02± 26.28 63.22± 28.89
ANIE 60% sequence 92.54 97.57± 4.81 86.3± 13.56
ANIE 80% sequence 95.52 98.59± 0.28 92.22± 11.76
ANIE 100% sequence 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
I-LQR 20% sequence 80.9 65.0± 3.1 77.3± 2.4
I-LQR 40% sequence 82.5 73.4± 2.2 91.4± 0.6
I-LQR 60% sequence 84.1 79.1± 2.5 94.2± 0.6
I-LQR 80% sequence 90.4 87.5± 1.8 96.2± 0.3
I-LQR 100% sequence 100 100± 0.0 100± 0.0
ATCRF 100% sequence 86.0 84.2± 1.3 76.9± 2.6
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ing reaching motions, number of objects (goal locations), and placement of objects.
The G-MMIE algorithm is shown to successfully predict the goal location of 79.71%
of the trajectories in the test set after observing 40% of the subjects’ arm motions.
This accuracy increases to 92.47% after observing 60% of the subjects’ arm motions.
The comparison of the G-MMIE algorithm’s performance with that of the MMIE,
ANIE, and UOLA algorithms is shown in Fig. 3.5.2. After observing 20% of the
trajectory, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 9.71% better than MMIE, 12.57% bet-
ter than ANIE, and 11.52% better than UOLA. After observing 40%, the G-MMIE
algorithm performs 11.04% better than MMIE, 13.62% better than ANIE, and 8%
better than UOLA. After observing 60%, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 9.9% bet-
ter than MMIE, 6.67% better than ANIE, and 8.86% better than UOLA. Finally,
after observing 80%, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 4.95% better than MMIE,
3.73% better than ANIE, and 4.28% better than UOLA. This observation is to be
expected since the G-MMIE takes advantage of the the gaze information to compute
a prior distribution over the candidate goal locations.
Experiment 2: Examination of the results of Experiment 2 reveals the impor-
tance of the gaze prior in the G-MMIE algorithm. The experiment involved two
subjects performing reaching motions in front of a table with a large number of ob-
jects placed in a cluttered manner. No part of the data collected for this experiment
is used to train the motion model used by the G-MMIE. The comparison of the G-
MMIE algorithm’s performance with that of the MMIE, ANIE, and UOLA algorithms
is shown in Fig. 3.5.4. The G-MMIE algorithm is shown to predict the correct goal
locations earlier than the MMIE, ANIE, and UOLA algorithms. Specifically, after
observing 20% of the trajectory, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 23.41% better than
MMIE, 27.66% better than ANIE, and 25.54% better than UOLA. After observing
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40%, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 35.11% better than MMIE, 26.6% better than
ANIE, and 29.69% better than UOLA. After observing 60%, the G-MMIE algorithm
performs 19.15% better than MMIE, 21.28% better than ANIE, and 25.53% better
than UOLA. Finally, after observing 80%, the G-MMIE algorithm performs 4.26%
better than MMIE, 11.71% better than ANIE, and 9.58% better than UOLA. The
improvement in the intention inference is justified since the subjects are more likely
to look directly at the object they want to reach for the test scenario consisting of
24 objects placed in a cluttered manner. Thus, using gaze to compute a prior dis-
tribution provides valuable information about the true goal location. Further, the
gaze priors aid G-MMIE in reducing the number of candidate goal locations, thereby
increasing the odds of accurate inference.
Experiment 3: The third experiment serves to validate the G-MMIE algorithm’s
ability to infer the goal locations in a sequence of reaching motions. As a subject
starts moving towards the first goal, the probability associated with the first goal
increases. Later, after reaching the goal location, as the subject starts to move towards
the next goal, probability associated with the first goal decreases and that with the
next goal location increases. This change is considered as a ”goal switch” and the
probabilities of the goal locations are reinitialized by computing the gaze-based priors.
The two testing scenarios used in this experiment simulate instances where one or
more subject(s) perform(s) a series of reaching motions in order to collaboratively
accomplish a task. It is crucial in such scenarios that the algorithm is capable of
sequentially making correct predictions and recognizing the switches from one motion
to the next. The G-MMIE algorithm successfully identifies the model switch and
predicts the correct goal locations on all occasions.
It is also observed that on a few occasions, the subject seems to not look directly
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Figure 3.6.1: Sequence of images (left to right) showing the performance of G-MMIE
algorithm during one of the few occasions when a subject is not looking in the direction of
the goal location.
at the goal location at the beginning of the motion. In these scenarios, while the
gaze prior might not be helpful, the G-MMIE algorithm is able to make the correct
prediction as the subject’s arm movement is taken into account. The gaze prior is
effective because people, more often than not, tend to look at the object for which
they are reaching as evidenced by other studies in literature, such as [105, 106].
Our experimental results also provide a strong evidence towards the effectiveness of
the gaze prior even in the presence of scenarios where a person may not be exactly
looking at the object they are reaching for. A sequence of images illustrating how the
G-MMIE algorithm overcomes this challenge is shown in Fig. 3.6.1.
Experiment 4: In the final experiment, the G-MMIE algorithm’s ability to clas-
sify sub-activities on the CAD-120 dataset is evaluated. The goal location predictions
of the G-MMIE algorithm are translated to corresponding sub-activity labels. The
comparison results indicate that the G-MMIE and I-LQR algorithms perform more
accurately than the ANIE and ATCRF algorithms. Specifically, the G-MMIE and
I-LQR algorithms achieve 67.5% and 80.9% accuracy after 20% of the trajectory is
observed, and 83.98% and 82.5% accuracy after 40% is observed, respectively. In
contrast, the ANIE algorithm achieves 58.21% accuracy after 20% of the trajectory
is observed, and 76.12% accuracy after 40% is observed. The ATCRF algorithm, on
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the other hand, achieves 86% accuracy after the entire trajectory is observed. This
is likely due to the fact that both G-MMIE and I-LQR algorithms are maximum
a posteriori (MAP) estimators with heuristically designed priors, and thus compute
better initial guesses compared to ANIE and ATCRF algorithms.
3.7 Summary
The gaze-based multiple model intention estimator (G-MMIE), to infer the goal loca-
tions of human reaching motions, is presented. The goal location is estimated using
a multiple-model Bayesian framework. The prior probability distribution of the goal
location is computed based on information about the subject’s gaze. The candidate
goal location with the highest posterior probability is chosen to be the estimate of
the algorithm. A set of four experiments conducted on two different datasets (one
collected in-house and one independent) with data collected from 15 subjects is used
to validate the G-MMIE algorithm. Owing to the advantage of using gaze-based prior
distribution, the G-MMIE algorithm, on average, performs better than state-of-the-
art intention inference algorithms in terms of early prediction of goal locations in a
variety of scenarios. The G-MMIE algorithm is also shown to be capable of accurately
inferring sub-activities in the CAD-120 dataset.
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Chapter 4
Learning Movement Primitives
using Constant Contraction Metric
4.1 Background
In this chapter, a method called contracting dynamical system primitive (CDSP) is de-
veloped to learn position and the orientation dynamics of complex end-effector paths
from demonstrations. The position trajectories are modeled using an autonomous
dynamical system (DS) x˙ (t) = f(x (t)), where x (t) denotes the position at time
t, and f(·) is estimated using a Gaussian mixture model (GMM). The problem of
learning position dynamics is formulated as a parameter learning problem with con-
straints derived from partial contraction analysis of nonlinear systems [6, 7]. Due to
the constraints developed using partial contraction analysis, the CDSP algorithm is
able to accurately reproduce the demonstrations and guarantee that the trajectories
generated by the learned model converge to the goal location from any initial condi-
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Figure 4.1.1: Left : Model learned without constraints could result in target overshoot
and diverging trajectories. Right : Model learned under constraints derived based on
partial contraction analysis provides guaranteed convergence to the goal location. For
both models, demonstrations (solid red), reproductions (dashed blue), streamlines (solid
gray), and the desired goal location (asterisk) are shown.
tion (see an example in Fig. 4.1.1). As shown in Fig. 4.1.1, learning motion models
without constraints might result in target overshoots, and diverging trajectories. The
CDSP algorithm can accurately model a wide class of motions including complex
shapes, such as the SharpC, L-shape, J-shape and Snake from the LASA dataset [12].
For learning orientation dynamics quaternion parametrization is used. To guaran-
tee that the generated quaternion trajectory retains its membership to S3, the angular
velocity dynamics are learned from the demonstrations. The angular velocity trajec-
tory generated from the learned model is used to recreate the quaternion trajectory
based on standard quaternion dynamics: q˙ = 1
2
Ω (ω) q, where q ∈ S3 is the quater-
nion orientation, Ω (ω (t)) =
[ −[ω(t)]× ω(t)
−ω(t)T 0
]
, and [ω (t)]× ∈ R3×3 is a skew-symmetric
matrix formed with the angular velocity vector ω (t) at time t. The system modeling
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the angular velocity dynamics is a function of the current angular velocity, the current
quaternion, and the goal quaternion. Similar to the learning algorithm for position
dynamics, the parameter learning algorithm for orientation dynamics is subject to
constraints derived using partial contraction analysis.
Constrained optimization problems are formulated to learn the parameters of the
GMMs used to estimate the motion dynamics. The cost is chosen to be the mean
squared error between the demonstrations and the reproductions generated by the
trained models. Partial contraction analysis yields constraints that are matrix in-
equality conditions on the model parameters. The constrained optimization problems
are solved using the Sequential Quadratic Programming (SQP) algorithm. Initial es-
timates of the parameters of the GMM are obtained using the Expectation Maximiza-
tion (E-M) algorithm [95]. Detailed experimental evaluations of the CDSP algorithm,
illustrating its ability to accurately learn both position and orientation dynamics, are
provided in Section 4.4. In Fig. 4.1.2, a block diagram describing the overall workflow
of the CDSP algorithm is shown.
4.2 Learning Position Dynamics from Demonstra-
tions
Consider a state variable x (t) ∈ Rd at time t that represents the position of a point in
d-dimensions. Let a set of Np demonstrations of a goal-directed motion be solutions
to the following DS
x˙ (t) = fp (x (t) ,x (t)) (4.2.1)
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Figure 4.1.2: Block diagram representation of the CDSP algorithm for learning position
and orientation dynamics of goal-directed motions from demonstrations.
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where fp : Rd ×Rd → Rd is a nonlinear continuously differentiable autonomous func-
tion that models the position dynamics. Each demonstration corresponds to a reach-
ing motion ending at x∗ = gp, where gp ∈ Rd is the goal location. The nth demon-
stration consists of the trajectories of the states {xn(t)}t=Tnt=0 , and the trajectories of
the state derivatives {x˙n (t)}t=Tnt=0 .
Remark 4.2.1. In the case of goal-directed motions, the position trajectories start
from various initial locations and end at the final goal location. If the recorder trajec-
tories do not end precisely at the goal location, they can be translated. Additionally,
the velocity and acceleration are zero at the goal location.
Similar to [77], the nonlinear function fp (·) defined in (5.2.1) is modeled using a
GMM and the resulting autonomous DS is given by1
x˙ (t)=
Kp∑
k=1
hkp (x (t))
(
Akpx (t) + b
k
p
)
=fp (x (t) ,x (t)) (4.2.2)
where hkp (x) =
P(k)P(x|k)∑Kp
i=1 P(i)P(x|i)
is the scalar weight associated with the kth Gaus-
sian, such that 0 ≤ hkp (x) ≤ 1 and
∑Kp
k=1 h
k
p (x) = 1, P (k) = pikp is the prior
probability, Akp (x) = Σ
k
x˙x
(
Σkx
)−1
, bkp = µ
k
x˙ − Akpµkx, µkp =
[(
µkx
)T
,
(
µkx˙
)T]T
and
Σkp =
Σkx Σkxx˙
Σkx˙x Σ
k
x˙
 are the mean and the covariance of the kth Gaussian, respectively.
Given a set of Np demonstrations, this chapter addresses the problem of learning the
function fp (·), which is modeled using a GMM, under constraints derived through
partial contraction analysis.
1In fp (x (t) ,x (t)), the first argument refers to the x (t) in hp (·) and the second argument refers
to the x (t) in the affine part of fp (·).
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Theorem 4.2.1. If the following constraints are satisfied for the autonomous non-
linear DS in (4.2.2),
(
Akp
)T
Mp +MpA
k
p ≤ −γpMp, k = 1, 2, ..., Kp, (4.2.3)
Akpx
∗ + bkp = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., Kp (4.2.4)
where γp is a strictly positive scalar constant and Mp ∈ Rd×d represents a constant
positive definite symmetric matrix, then all trajectories of the system in (4.2.2) con-
verge to the goal location x∗.
Proof. Consider Kp systems given by
y˙p (t) = A
kyp (t) + b
k
p, k = 1, 2, ..., Kp (4.2.5)
If (5.2.5) is satisfied, then yp = x
∗ is the common equilibrium of each kth system
of (4.2.5). Furthermore, based on Theorem 1.2.1, if (4.2.3) is satisfied then every
kth system of (4.2.5) is contracting in a common contraction metric Mp and all
the trajectories of each kth system of (4.2.5) will converge to the goal location x∗.
Consider a new auxiliary system which is a convex combination of the systems in
(4.2.5)
y˙p (t) = fp (x (t) ,yp (t)) =
Kp∑
k=1
hkp (x (t))
(
Akpyp (t) + b
k
p
)
(4.2.6)
where yp (t) ∈ Rd. If (5.2.5) is satisfied, the particular solution yp = x∗ of (4.2.6) is
also its equilibrium point. On defining the virtual dynamics
δy˙p ,
∂fp
∂yp
δyp (4.2.7)
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and substituting the Jacobian of the auxiliary system (given by ∂fp
∂yp
=
∑Kp
k=1 h
k
p(x (t))
Akp), for any constant symmetric positive definite Mp
∂fp
∂yp
T
Mp +Mp
∂fp
∂yp
,
Kp∑
k=1
hkp (x (t))
(
Akp
)T
Mp
+Mp
Kp∑
k=1
hkp (x (t))A
k
p
=
Kp∑
k=1
hkp (x (t))
((
Akp
)T
Mp +MpA
k
p
)
(4.2.8)
Using (4.2.3) and (4.2.8), we have ∂fp
∂yp
T
Mp+Mp
∂fp
∂yp
≤ −∑Kpk=1 hkp (x (t)) γpMp, ∀yp (t).
Since 0 ≤ hkp (x (t)) ≤ 1 and
∑Kp
k=1 h
k
p (x (t)) = 1, ∀x (t), we have
∂fp
∂yp
T
Mp +Mp
∂fp
∂yp
≤ −γpMp, ∀yp (t) (4.2.9)
Furthermore, taking the time derivative of V (δyp) = δy
T
pMpδyp, and using (4.2.9)
yields V˙ (δyp) ≤ −γpδyTpMpδyp. Hence, the system (4.2.6) is contracting with respect
to yp (recall Definition 1.2.1). Further, based on Theorem 1.2.1, all the trajectories
of (4.2.6) will globally exponentially converge towards each other.
Now that the convergence of yp (t) is shown, the convergence of x (t) to x
∗ remains
to be proven. Since the auxiliary system in (4.2.6) is contracting with respect to yp (t),
and the trajectory yp (t) = x
∗ (a particular solution of (4.2.6)) is an equilibrium
point, then according to Theorem 1.2.2, the trajectories x (t) of (4.2.2) will globally
exponentially converge to the goal location x∗.
Remark 4.2.2. The constraints in (4.2.3), derived using partial contraction analysis,
are different than those presented in [12]. Furthermore, note that the constraints in
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(4.2.3) guarantee global exponential stability of the learned model and the rate of
convergence, γp, can be tuned for specific applications.
The constrained optimization problem to be solved in order to train the GMM
model with the demonstrations can be written as
{θˆp,Mˆp} = arg min
θp,Mp
Jp (θp) (4.2.10)
s.t.
(
Akp
)T
Mp +MpA
k
p + γpMp  0, k = 1, ..., Kp, (4.2.11)
Akpx
∗ + bkp = 0, k = 1, ..., Kp, (4.2.12)
Mp  0 (4.2.13)
Σkp  0, k = 1, ..., Kp, (4.2.14)
0 ≤ pikp ≤ 1, k = 1, ..., Kp, (4.2.15)∑
k
pikp = 1 (4.2.16)
where θp = {µ1p...µKpp ,Σ1p...ΣKpp , pi1p...piKpp } is a vector containing the parameters of
the GMM model. Note that the parameters of the matrix Mp are also learned from
the demonstrations as opposed to being manually designed. The constraints (5.2.8)-
(4.2.13) ensure the global attraction of the goal location x∗ and the constraints in
(5.2.11)-(4.2.16) are a result of using a GMM to model the dynamics. Similar to [12],
the cost function Jp (θp) is chosen to be the mean squared error, given by
Jp (θp) =
1
2Tp
Np∑
n=1
Tn∑
t=0
‖ ˆ˙xn (t)− x˙n (t) ‖2 (4.2.17)
where Tp =
∑Np
n=1 Tn is the total number of data points in the demonstrations, Np is
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the number of demonstrations, Tn is the number of data points in the nth demon-
stration, and ˆ˙xn (t) = fˆp (xn (t)) is the predicted state derivative computed based on
(4.2.2). Note that the learning algorithm, derived in (5.2.7)-(4.2.16) is a constrained
non-convex optimization problem, for which, a local solution can be obtained us-
ing standard nonlinear programming algorithms and general purpose solvers, such
as sequential quadratic programming (SQP) and active set algorithm. In order to
make certain that the solver is provided with a good initialization, the expectation
maximization (E-M) algorithm is used to initialize the parameters of the GMM [95].
4.3 Learning Orientation Dynamics from Demon-
strations
Let the angular velocity ω (t) ∈ R3 and the orientation described by the quaternion
q (t) ∈ S3 ⊂ R4 evolve according to the following differential equations
ω˙ (t) = fo (ω (t) ,ω (t) , q (t) , qg) (4.3.1)
q˙ (t) =
1
2
Ω (ω (t)) q (t) (4.3.2)
where fo : R3 × R3 × S3 × S3 → R3 is a nonlinear continuously differentiable au-
tonomous function that models the orientation dynamics, qg ∈ S3 is the goal orien-
tation, Ω (ω (t)) =
[ −[ω(t)]× ω(t)
−ω(t)T 0
]
∈ R4×4, and [ω (t)]× ∈ R3×3 is a skew-symmetric
matrix formed with the angular velocity vector ω (t) at time t.
The nonlinear function fo (·) defined in (4.3.1) is modeled using a GMM, and the
resulting autonomous DS is given by2
2In fo (ω (t) ,ω (t) , q (t) , qg), the first argument refers to the ω (t) in ho (·) and the second argu-
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ω˙ (t) =
Ko∑
k=1
hko (z (t))
(
Akoz (t) + b
k
o
)
= fo (ω (t) ,ω (t) , q (t) , qg) (4.3.3)
where z (t) = [ω (t)T , log (qg ∗ q¯ (t))T ]T ∈ R6, q¯ (t) is the quaternion conjugate of
q (t), hko (z) =
P(k)P(z|k)∑Ko
i=1 P(i)P(z|i)
is the scalar weight associated with the kth Gaussian
such that 0 ≤ hko (z) ≤ 1 and
∑Ko
k=1 h
k
o (z) = 1, P (k) = piko is the prior probability,
Ako = Σ
k
ω˙z
(
Σkz
)−1
, bko = µ
k
ω˙ − Akoµkz, µko = [µkz, µkω˙]T ∈ R9 is the mean of the
kth Gaussian, µkz ∈ R6 and µkω˙ ∈ R3 are the mean vectors associated with z and
ω˙, respectively, Σko =
 Σkz Σkzω˙
Σkω˙z Σ
k
ω˙
 ∈ R9×9 is the covariance of the kth Gaussian,
Σkz ∈ R6×6 and Σkω˙ ∈ R3×3 are the covariance matrices associated with z and ω˙,
respectively, and Σkzω˙ ∈ R6×3 is the cross-covariance matrix between z and ω˙. The
quaternion logarithm log (q) : S3 → R3 is defined as
log (q) =

arccos (v) u‖u‖ , u 6= 0
[0, 0, 0]T , otherwise
(4.3.4)
The expression log (qg ∗ q¯ (t)) can be viewed as the error or the distance between
the quaternion at time t and the goal quaternion in R3 [118]. Note that the dy-
namics in (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), by design, generate quaternion trajectories that stay
in the S3 manifold. Hence, this design circumvents the need for post-processing of
the quaternion trajectory to ensure S3 membership. Given a set of No demonstra-
ment refers to the ω (t) in the affine part of fo (·).
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tions, this chapter addresses the problem of learning the function fo (·), which is
modeled using a GMM. The nth demonstration consists of the trajectories of angu-
lar velocity, angular acceleration, and the orientation represented using quaternions:
{ωn(t), ω˙n(t), qn (t)}t=Tnt=0 .
Theorem 4.3.1. If the following constraints are satisfied for the autonomous non-
linear DS in (4.3.3),
(
Akω
)T
Mo +MoA
k
ω ≤ −γoMo, k = 1, 2, ..., Ko, (4.3.5)
bko = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., Ko (4.3.6)
|Akq| 6= 0, k = 1, 2, ..., Ko, (4.3.7)
where Akω and A
k
q are sub-matrices of A
k
o obtained by selecting the first, and last
3 columns of Ako, respectively, γo is a strictly positive scalar constant, | · | denotes
the determinant of a matrix, and Mo ∈ R3×3 represents a constant positive definite
symmetric matrix, then all trajectories of the system in (4.3.3) converge to ωg =
[ 0 0 0 ]T while q (t) = qg.
Proof. Consider Ko systems given by
y˙o (t) = A
k
oZ (t) + bko , k = 1, 2, ..., Ko (4.3.8)
where yo (t) ∈ R3, Z (t) = [yo (t)T , log (qg ∗ q¯ (t))T ]T . If (4.3.5), (4.3.6), and
(4.3.7) are satisfied, the matrices Akω and are A
k
q are guaranteed to be full rank
and, as a result, have trivial null spaces. This implies that Akωω = [ 0 0 0 ]
T only
when ω = [ 0 0 0 ]T and similarly Akqe = [ 0 0 0 ]
T only when e = [ 0 0 0 ]T . Note that
log (qg ∗ q¯ (t))T = [ 0 0 0 ]T only when q (t) = qg. Thus, y˙o (t) = [ 0 0 0 ]T only when
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yo (t) = ωg = [ 0 0 0 ]
T and q (t) = qg. Hence, yo = ωg while q (t) = qg is the common
equilibrium for each of the Ko systems in (4.3.8). Further, based on Theorem 1.2.1,
if the constraints in (4.3.5) are satisfied, then each kth system of (4.3.8) is said to
be contracting with respect to yo in a common contractionmetric Mo and all their
trajectories will converge to the goal location ωg while q (t) = qg. Now consider a
new auxiliary system, which is a convex combination of the systems in (4.3.8), given
by
y˙o (t) = fo (yo (t) ,ω (t) , q(t), qg)
=
Ko∑
k=1
hko (z (t))
(
AkoZ (t) + bko
)
. (4.3.9)
If (4.3.6) and (4.3.7) are satisfied, the particular solution yo = ωg of (4.3.9) is also
its equilibrium point. On defining the virtual dynamics
δy˙o ,
∂fo
∂yo
δyo (4.3.10)
and substituting the Jacobian of the auxiliary system (given by ∂fo
∂yo
=∑Ko
k=1 h
k
o (z (t))A
k
ω), for any constant symmetric positive definite Mo,
∂fo
∂yo
T
Mo +Mo
∂fo
∂yo
,
Ko∑
k=1
hko (z (t))
(
Akω
)T
Mo
+Mo
Ko∑
k=1
hko (z (t))A
k
ω
=
Ko∑
k=1
hko (z (t))
((
Akω
)T
Mo +MoA
k
ω
)
(4.3.11)
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Figure 4.3.1: The GMMs trained using the CDSP algorithm on the LASA library of 30
handwriting motions [12]. The demonstrations (solid red) and the reproductions (dashed
blue) are overlaid on the streamlines (light gray) of each of the learned DSs. The goal
locations are marked by a black asterisk.
Using (4.3.5) and (4.3.11), we have ∂fo
∂yo
T
Mo + Mo
∂fo
∂yo
≤
−∑Kok=1 hko (z (t)) γoMo, ∀yo (t). Since 0 ≤ hko (z (t)) ≤ 1 and ∑Kok=1 hko (z (t)) =
1, ∀z (t), we have
∂fo
∂yo
T
Mo +Mo
∂fo
∂yo
≤ −γoMo, ∀yo (t) (4.3.12)
Taking the time derivative of V (δyo) = δy
T
oMoδyo, and using (4.3.12) yields
V˙ (δyo) ≤ −γoδyToMoδyo. Hence, the system (4.3.9) is contracting with respect
to yo (recall Definition 1.2.1). Further, based on Theorem 1.2.1, all the trajectories
of (4.3.9) globally exponentially converge towards each other.
Now that the convergence of yo (t) is shown, the convergence of ω (t) to ωg remains
to be proven. Since the auxiliary system in (4.3.9) is contracting with respect to yo,
and the trajectory yo (t) = ωg (a particular solution of (4.3.9)) is an equilibrium
point, then according to Theorem 1.2.2, the trajectories ω (t) of (4.3.3) will globally
exponentially converge to ωg.
The constrained optimization problem to be solved in order to train the GMM
model can be written as
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θˆo,Mˆo = arg min
θo,Mo
Jo (θo) (4.3.13)
s.t.
(
Akω
)T
Mo +MoA
k
ω + γoMo  0, k = 1, ..., Ko, (4.3.14)
bko = 0, k = 1, ..., Ko, (4.3.15)
|Akq| 6= 0, k = 1, ..., Ko, (4.3.16)
Mo  0 (4.3.17)
Σko  0, k = 1, ..., Ko, (4.3.18)
0 ≤ piko ≤ 1, k = 1, ..., Ko, (4.3.19)∑
k
piko = 1, (4.3.20)
where θo = {µ1o...µKoo ,Σ1o...ΣKoo , pi1o ...piKoo } is a vector containing the parameters of
the GMM model. The constraints (5.2.19)-(4.3.17) ensure the global attraction of
the goal location ωg and the constraints in (4.3.18)-(4.3.20) are a result of using a
GMM to model the dynamics. Similar to [12], the cost function Jo (θo) is chosen to
be the mean squared error and is given by
Jo (θo) =
1
2To
No∑
n=1
Tn∑
t=0
‖ ˆ˙ωn (t)− ω˙n (t) ‖2 (4.3.21)
where To =
∑No
n=1 Tn is the total number of data points in the demonstrations and
ˆ˙ωn (t) = fˆo (ωn (t) , qn (t) , qg) is the predicted state derivative computed based on
(4.3.3). Similar to the solution approach for the optimization problem in (5.2.7)-
(4.2.16), the expectation maximization (E-M) algorithm [95] is used to initialize the
parameters for (4.3.13)-(4.3.20). A consolidated step-by-step description of the CDSP
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algorithm is given in Algorithm 4.1.
4.4 Experimental Evaluation
Three sets of experiments are conducted to evaluate the CDSP algorithm. The al-
gorithm is run on a desktop computer running Intel i3 processor and 8 Gigabytes of
memory. The algorithm is coded using MATLAB 2016a and the fmincon function is
used to solve the constrained optimization problem. Initial estimates of the parame-
ters of the GMM are obtained using the Expectation Maximization (E-M) algorithm
[95]. The first set of experiments uses the Learning Algorithms and Systems Lab-
oratory (LASA) human handwriting library introduced in [12] to learn the position
dynamics of goal-directed motions. The second set of experiments showcase the abil-
ity of CDSP to learn orientation dynamics from synthetic demonstrations generated
using a minimum jerk polynomial. In the both sets of experiments, the CDSP algo-
rithm is compared with state-of-the-art algorithms for learning from demonstrations.
In the final set of experiments, the learned models are used in path generation for
various tasks performed by a Baxter robot arm. In all the following experiments, the
frame of reference for the position trajectories is attached to the desired equilibrium
point. Furthermore, similar to [12, 77, 78], it is assumed that all the demonstrations of
a particular shape or motion are intended to converge to the same equilibrium point.
In practice, noisy demonstrations are appropriately translated during pre-processing,
such that they end at the same point.
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Algorithm 4.1: CDSP: Learning Pose Dynamics from Demonstrations
Collect Pose Demonstrations:
Record the robot’s end-effector pose trajectories as a user guides the robot to
perform a desired task;
If necessary, using the recorded pose trajectories and the finite differences
method, obtain linear velocity, angular velocity, and angular acceleration
estimates for the demonstrations;
Learn Position Dynamics:
Define the design parameters of the position GMM, such as the number of
Gaussians;
Obtain initial estimates of the GMM parameters using the E-M algorithm;
Based on the initialization from the last step, obtain the parameters of the
position GMM by solving the optimization problem defined in
(5.2.7)-(4.2.16);
Learn Orientation Dynamics:
Define the design parameters of the orientation GMM, such as the number of
Gaussians;
Obtain initial estimates of the GMM parameters using the E-M algorithm;
Based on the initialization from the last step, obtain the parameters of the
orientation GMM by solving the optimization problem defined in
(4.3.13)-(4.3.20);
Robot Implementation:
Obtain the initial pose of the end-effector, and define the desired goal pose;
Translate the origin of the position system to the desired goal location;
Generate the end-effector position trajectory by integrating the learned
position dynamics per (4.2.2);
Translate the end-effector position trajectories back to the robot’s coordinate
frame;
Generate the end-effector orientation trajectory by integrating the learned
orientation dynamics per (4.3.2) and (4.3.3);
Convert the generated end-effector pose trajectories from Cartesian space
into the joint space;
Implement the joint space trajectory using a low-level robot controller.
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Figure 4.4.1: The mean swept error area of different algorithms computed over 30
motions (each with seven sample trajectories) of the LASA library. Statistically significant
differences (p < 0.001) are denoted by *** and the p values of non-significant differences
are shown in Gray.
4.4.1 Learning Position Dynamics
The CDSP algorithm is tested on the LASA human handwriting library, introduced in
[12], that consists of handwriting motions collected from pen input using a Tablet PC.
The library contains a total of 26 handwriting motion sets and four additional sets
with more than one movement shape (Multi Models). The qualitative performance
of the CDSP algorithm on the benchmark dataset over 30 handwriting motions is
shown in Fig. 4.3.1.
To evaluate the performance of the CDSP algorithm against state-of-the-art al-
gorithms, the CDSP algorithm is compared with 1) SEDS [12], 2) CLF-DM (NILC
and WSAQF) [77], 3) NiVF (NILC and WSAQF) [49], and 4) τ -SEDS (NILC and
WSAQF) [78] algorithms. It must be noted that, while the algorithms using the
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WSAQF parametrization result in Lyapunov candidates that are globally valid, those
using the NILC parametrization result in Lyapunov candidates that are valid only
in predefined local regions. Furthermore, the WSAQF parametrization is known to
perform slightly better than the NILC counterpart since the NILC parametrization
incorporates simple alignment of the Lyapunov candidates’ gradient and the veloc-
ity of the demonstrations, which may not be adequate to guarantee a violation-free
Lyapunov candidate [78].
The comparisons are carried out in terms of the reproduction accuracy as measured
by swept error area (SEA) [77]. The SEA for a method is given by
SEA =
1
Nd
Nd∑
n=1
Tn−1∑
t=0
A(xˆn (t) , xˆn (t+ 1) ,
xn (t) ,xn (t+ 1)) (4.4.1)
where xˆn (t) , ∀t = 0, .., Tn is the equidistantly re-sampled reproduction of the nth
demonstration with Tn samples, Nd is the number of demonstrations, and A (·) de-
notes the area of enclosed tetrahedron formed with the points xˆn (t), xˆn (t+ 1), xn (t),
and xn (t+ 1) as corners (see [77] for details). The means and standard deviations of
SEA for all the state-of-the art algorithms used in this comparison are obtained from
the authors of [78]. The results of the comparisons of means and standard deviations
of SEA are summarized in Fig. 4.4.1.
In order to validate the comparisons against the state-of-the-art algorithms, an
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is conducted on the obtained results of all
the algorithms. It is observed that the SEA means of all the algorithms are statis-
tically significantly different (p < 0.001). Further, to analyze how each of the eight
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Figure 4.4.2: Qualitative comparison of the reproductions generated by SEDS,
CLF-DM, and CDSP algorithms for a simple shape (Angle) on the left and a more
complex shape (SharpC ) on the right.
algorithms performed against each other, a Tukey’s honestly significant differences
(HSD) test is conducted. The statistical significance (or insignificance) of the differ-
ences among the algorithms’ average SEAs are indicated in Fig. 4.4.1.
Further, in Fig. 4.4.2, the qualitative performance of SEDS, CLF-DM (WSAQF),
and CDSP algorithms on a simple shape (Angle) and a more complex shape (SharpC ))
are shown. The SEDS algorithm does not use a notion of generalized squared distance.
Thus, it fails to accurately reproduce complex shapes, such as SharpC. The CLF-DM
and CDSP algorithms, which use the notion of generalized squared distance, are able
to reproduce the SharpC shape more accurately.
4.4.2 Learning Orientation Dynamics
The ability of the CDSP algorithm to learn orientation dynamics is evaluated on a set
of 200 synthetic orientation trajectories. A minimum jerk polynomial is sampled be-
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Figure 4.4.3: An example reference quaternion trajectory overlaid with the
corresponding reproductions generated using different algorithms.
tween randomly chosen initial and goal quaternions to generate the demonstrations.
Each element of both initial and goal quaternions is sampled from a uniformly dis-
tributed interval [−1, 1]. The sampled trajectories are normalized in order to obtain
the reference quaternion trajectories, {qn (t)}t=Tnt=0 . Based on the obtained quaternion
trajectories, the reference angular velocity trajectories, {ωn(t)}t=Tnt=0 , are generated.
The reference angular acceleration trajectories, {ω˙n(t)}t=Tnt=0 , are obtained using the
first-order forward finite difference method along with a third-order median filter.
The CDSP algorithm is compared with orientation DMP (ODMP) [10], general-
ized DMP (gen-DMP) [80], TP-GMM [79], CLF-DM (WSAQF) [77], and SEDS [12]
algorithms. The comparisons are carried out in terms of the orientation reproduction
errors, as measured by the log quaternion error. The log quaternion error at time
t is given by log
(
qn (t) ∗ ¯ˆqn (t)
)T
, where {qn (t)}t=Tnt=0 is the nth reference quaternion
trajectory (demonstration), and {qˆn (t)}t=Tnt=0 is the corresponding reproduction. To
carry out a fair comparison, the number of Gaussians for the CDSP, CLF-DM, and
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Figure 4.4.4: The log errors between an example reference quaternion trajectory and
the corresponding reproductions generated using different algorithms.
Figure 4.4.5: Angular velocity trajectories reproduced by the models trained using the
CDSP algorithm (solid blue) and the ODMP algorithm (solid red). The reference angular
velocity trajectories used for training (dashed black) are also overlaid.
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SEDS algorithms is chosen equally to be nine. The design parameters for ODMP,
are chosen to be the same as given in [10] for approximating a desired orientation
trajectory. The parameters of the gen-DMP and TP-GMM algorithms are chosen
empirically to minimize reproduction errors. An example quaternion reference tra-
jectory and the corresponding reproductions generated by the models trained using
different algorithms are shown in Fig. 4.4.3. In Fig. 4.4.4, the corresponding quater-
nion reproduction error trajectories of all the methods (in terms of the log quaternion
error between the reference and the reproduction trajectories) are shown. In Fig.
4.4.5, a reference angular velocity trajectory and its corresponding reproductions by
CDSP and ODMP algorithms are shown. The results are computed over 200 runs.
In each run, each algorithm is trained on one of the 200 trajectories and tested on
the same trajectory. The overall statistics of the comparisons are summarized in Fig.
4.4.6.
To validate the comparisons, an one-way ANOVA is conducted on the obtained
means and standard deviations of all the algorithms. It is observed that the mean
log quaternion errors are statistically significantly different (p < 0.001). Further, to
analyze how each of the six algorithms performed against each other, a Tukey’s HSD
test is conducted. The statistical significance (or insignificance) of the differences
among the algorithms’ average log quaternion errors are indicated in Fig. 4.4.6.
4.4.3 Implementation on a Robot
For the final experiment, the utility of the CDSP algorithm to generate reference pose
trajectories for three different tasks is demonstrated. The tasks are: (1) wire insertion,
(2) parts assembly, and (3) water pouring. The wire insertion involved insertion of a
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Figure 4.4.6: The average log quaternion error of different algorithms computer over 50
synthetic orientation trajectories. Statistically significant differences (p < 0.001) are
denoted by *** and the p values of non-significant differences are shown in Gray.
wire into a breadboard, the parts assembly task involved attaching a toy construction
set block to another, and the water pouring task involved pouring water from a
bottle into one of the four mugs placed on the table. Each of these tasks require
accurate reproduction of both position and orientation trajectories, and accurate
convergence to the goal location in order for the robot to successfully complete them.
The tasks are carried out using a seven degree-of-freedom Baxter research robot.
For each task, six kinesthetic demonstrations are recorded by manually moving the
robot’s arm in gravity-compensated mode. The obtained demonstrations contain
joint trajectories which are converted to position and orientation trajectories of the
end-effector using forward kinematics. First-order forward finite difference method
along with a third-order median filter is used to obtain the necessary velocity and
acceleration trajectories. These demonstrations are then used to train two GMMs,
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Figure 4.4.7: 3-D position trajectories reproduced by the trained GMM (solid lines) and
the corresponding demonstrations (dashed lines) for the wire insertion task.
one for position dynamics and the other for orientation dynamics.
As an example, the demonstrations and the reproductions generated using the
trained models for the wire insertion task are shown in Figs. 4.4.7 and 4.4.8. Further,
the reference trajectories generated by the learned models are fed to the robot to
perform the tasks autonomously. To execute the trajectories on the Baxter robot,
the in-built low-level controller and the inverse kinematics engine, IKFast [119], are
used. A sequence of images showing an example of Baxter inserting a wire into a
breadboard is provided in Fig. 4.4.9. Similar sequences of images showing Baxter
performing the construction set block assembly and water pouring tasks are shown
in Figs. 4.4.10 and 4.4.11, respectively.
Furthermore, the execution of each task is carried out a total of 50 times - each
time starting from a randomly chosen initial pose and providing a randomly chosen
target pose. The CDSP algorithm is able to generate both position and orientation
trajectories that converge to the target position and orientation, respectively, on all
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Figure 4.4.8: Quaternion trajectories reproduced by the trained GMM (solid lines) and
the corresponding demonstrations (dashed lines) for the wire insertion task.
Figure 4.4.9: A sequence of images showing Baxter autonomously inserting a wire into a
bread board.
Figure 4.4.10: A sequence of images showing Baxter autonomously attaching one
construction set block to another.
Figure 4.4.11: A sequence of images showing Baxter autonomously pouring water from
a bottle into the correct target mug.
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attempts of all the tasks. Correspondingly, the robot implementation is also carried
out 50 times for each task. It is found that the robot successfully (1) inserted the wire
into the breadboard, with a tolerance of ±3.5 mm, on 42 instances, (2) assembled two
construction set blocks together on 44 instances, (3) poured water in to the target
mug on 47 instances. A pouring attempt is considered successful if the stream of
water poured by the robot falls entirely inside the target mug.
4.5 Discussion
The learning process is carried out by numerically solving a constrained optimization
problem. Due to the non-convex nature of the problem, the learned model is not
guaranteed to be the global solution. However, in practice, the CDSP algorithm is
shown to be capable of successfully learning a variety of motions as evidenced by
the experimental evaluations. Note that the parameters of the contraction matrices,
Mp and Mo, are learned directly from the demonstrations for each of the motions, as
opposed to being manually tuned.
In the experiments presented in Section 5.1, it is shown that the CDSP algorithm
is capable of embedding different shapes in the different parts of the state space of
a single DS in the position space (see fourth, fifth, and six shape from the left on
the second row of Fig. 4.3.1). As shown in Fig. 4.4.2, while the SEDS algorithm is
capable of accurately reproducing simpler shapes (such as Angle), it is not capable
of accurately encoding the dynamics of complex shapes (such as SharpC ). The CLF-
DM and CDSP algorithms, on the other hand, are shown to be capable of accurately
encoding the dynamics of both shapes. This is due to the fact that, as pointed
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out Section 4.1, the use of the generalized squared length in the development of
constraints allows the CDSP algorithm to accurately model a wider class of motions
when compared to the SEDS algorithm. Furthermore, according to the thorough
quantitative analyses (including a Tukey’s HSD test), the mean SEA of the CDSP
algorithm is shown to be statistically significantly lower than that of all the other seven
state-of-the-art algorithms used in the comparison (p < 0.001). It is also observed
that the CDSP algorithm results in one of the highest SEA variances (see Fig. 4.4.1).
One possible explanation to this observation is that the constant contraction metric
Mp, used in the development of the constraints, while suitable to accurately model
most of the shapes in the LASA library, is too restrictive to accurately model a few
highly complex shapes, such as the DoubleBendedLine (fourth shape on the first row
of Fig. 4.3.1) and JShape2 (seventh shape on the first row of Fig. 4.3.1).
In the experiment presented in Section 5.2, orientation dynamics are learned from
synthetic reference trajectories. Comparative analysis, shown in Fig. 4.4.6, reveals
that the CDSP algorithm resulted in the lowest average log error when compared
to all the other five algorithms evaluated in this experiment used for comparison.
Further, according to the Tukey’s HSD test, the average log error of the CDSP algo-
rithm’s reproductions is statistically significantly (p < 0.001) lower than that of the
SEDS, CLF-DM, gen-DMP, and TP-GMM algorithms. It is also observed that there
is no statistically significant difference between the average log quaternion errors of
the CDSP and the ODMP algorithm. However, as shown in Fig. 4.4.5, the angu-
lar velocity trajectories reproduced by the CDSP algorithm are smoother than those
reproduced by ODMP algorithm for the same sample trajectory. It must be noted
that, while the quaternion trajectories generated by the CDSP and ODMP algorithms
naturally retained S3 membership, the other four algorithms required an ad-hoc post-
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normalization step to guarantee membership. Further, the hyper-parameters of the
algorithms used in this comparison have to be manually tuned for each reference tra-
jectory. On the other hand, the CDSP algorithm automatically learns its parameters
(except for the number of Gaussians) from the demonstrations.
In the experiment presented in Section 5.3, the practical utility of the CDSP al-
gorithm to successfully learn pose dynamics of Baxter’s end-effector is demonstrated
for three different tasks. The learned models are used to generate end-effector refer-
ence trajectories for Baxter’s arm to perform the desired task. The CDSP algorithm
is shown to be capable of modeling a wide variety of tasks, such as wire insertion,
parts assembly, and water pouring. Inverse Kinematics is used along with Baxter’s
low-level controllers to follow the end-effector pose generated by the CDSP algorithm.
The robot’s low-level controller and low accuracy in tracking the commanded joint
angle positions are likely factors that affect the success rate of the wire insertion,
block assembly and water pouring tasks.
4.6 Summary
The CDSP algorithm for learning goal-directed motions is presented. GMMs are
used to learn both the position and orientation dynamics from demonstrations. The
learned models are then used to generate trajectories for the end-effector motion of
a robot. In order to ensure that the trajectories generated by the learned models
converge to the goal location, partial contraction analysis-based constraints are de-
veloped and enforced in the learning process. Additionally, the system used to model
the orientation dynamics is designed such that the special constraints of S3 are main-
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tained. The experimental evaluations of the CDSP algorithm on the LASA human
handwriting library and the synthetically generated orientation data suggest that the
CDSP algorithm is able to successfully learn a variety of goal-directed motions. Based
on the comparison results against seven state-of-the-art motion generation algorithms
on the LASA handwriting library, the CDSP algorithm has the lowest mean swept
error area (SEA). The proposed framework of CDSP uses a constant contraction met-
ric in the development of the partial contraction analysis-based constraints. As part
of future work, the use of a state-dependent contraction metric will be explored in
order to further widen the class of motions that can be learned using the proposed
framework.
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Chapter 5
Learning Movement Primitives
using State-Dependent Contraction
Metrics
5.1 Background
In this chapter, the CDSP algorithm (introduced in Chapter 4) is extended to learn
a wider class of dynamical systems using state-dependent contraction metrics. In
contraction analysis, the distance between any two neighboring trajectories is defined
as a virtual displacement δx. We use a generalized notion of virtual displacement
δz = Θ (x) δx for the analysis. This leads to a generalized definition of squared
length δzT δz = δxTM (x) δx, where M (x) = Θ (x)T Θ (x) is known as a contraction
metric [6]. The elements of M (x) are parametrized using polynomial functions in
x of finite degree, and their parameters are learned from the demonstrations. The
choice for the maximum order of the polynomials used to parametrize M (x) can be
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Figure 5.1.1: (Left to right) The squared distance of the demonstrations to the goal
location as a function of time; the generalized squared distance computed based on the
contraction metric learned from the demonstrations; the demonstrations (red) overlaid on
the vector field (gray) and the reproductions (dashed blue) of the model learned using the
CDSP algorithm.
seen as a trade-off between the complexity of learnable motions and the required
computational effort.
It is shown that, for a partially contracting GMM, the generalized squared distance
to the goal location (given by (x− x∗)T M (x) (x− x∗)) monotonically converges to
zero (see Fig. 5.1.1 and Lemma 6.2.1 in Appendix). This implies that use of M (x)
enables the CDSP algorithm to learn a wider class of motions in which the 2-norm
distances to the goal location are not required to decrease monotonically in time.
The use of the generalized distance, however, leads to state-dependent matrix
constraints, which must be satisfied at all the points (for global results) or in a local
region (for local results) of the state space, precluding efficient implementation. To
eliminate the state dependence, a relaxation approach, inspired by sum-of-squares
(SOS) decomposition, is used.
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5.2 Encoding Dynamics using Partially Contract-
ing GMMs
Consider a state variable x (t) ∈ Rn that represents the position of a point in d-
dimensions. Let a set of N demonstrations be solutions to the following autonomous
dynamical system
x˙ (t) = f (x (t)) (5.2.1)
where f : Rn → Rn is a nonlinear continuously differentiable autonomous function.
Each demonstration corresponds to a goal-directed motion ending at the goal location
x∗ ∈ Rn. The nth demonstration consists of the trajectories of the states {xn(t)}t=Tnt=0
and the trajectories of the state derivatives {x˙n (t)}t=Tnt=0 .
Remark 5.2.1. In the case of goal-directed motions, the position trajectories start
from various initial locations and end at the final goal location. Additionally, the
velocity and acceleration are zero at the goal location.
The nonlinear function f (·), defined in (5.2.1), is approximated using a GMM
and the resulting autonomous nonlinear dynamical system [12] is given by1
x˙ (t)=
K∑
k=1
hk (x (t)) (Akx (t) + bk)=f (x (t) , x (t) , θG) (5.2.2)
where hk (x) =
p(k)p(x|k)∑K
i=1 p(i)p(x|i)
is the scalar weight associated with the kth Gaus-
sian such that 0 ≤ hk (x) ≤ 1 and
∑K
k=1 hk (x) = 1, p (k) = pik is the prior
probability, Ak = Σkx˙x (Σkx)
−1, bk = µkx˙ − Akµkx , µk = [µkx , µkx˙ ]T and Σk =
1Following the representation of partial contraction theory, in f (·), x (t) is written twice to
represent the dependency of x (t) at multiple places.
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Σkx Σkxx˙
Σkxx˙ Σkx˙
 are the mean and the covariance of the kth Gaussian, respectively,
θG = {A1...AK , µ1...µK , .L1...LK , p˜i1...p˜iK}, p˜ik = ln (pik), and Lk = Chol (Σkx) is the
Cholesky decomposition of Σkx .
Remark 5.2.2. The choice of θG satisfies certain constraints on the parameters by
construction. Specifically, the Cholesky decomposition of Σkx ensures that the covari-
ance matrices are positive definite; and the reconstruction of pik (given by pik =
ep˜ik∑
j e
p˜ij
)
ensures that 0 ≤ pik ≤ 1 and
∑
k pik = 1. Further, since this parametrization helps
avoid singularities in covariance matrices, it precludes severe over-fitting where a
Gaussian component collapses to a single data point.
Given the demonstrations, this chapter addresses the problem of learning the
parameters of the system in (5.2.2), under constraints derived through partial con-
traction analysis. Next, Theorem 5.2.1 derives the conditions for the solutions of the
system in (5.2.2) to converge to x∗.
Consider an auxiliary system given by
y˙ (t)=f (y (t) , x(t), θG)=
K∑
k=1
hk (x (t)) (Aky (t) + bk) (5.2.3)
where y ∈ Rn is the state of the auxiliary system.
Theorem 5.2.1. If the constraints in (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) are satisfied for the auxiliary
system in (5.2.3),
(Ak)
T M (y) + M˙k (y) +M (y)Ak (5.2.4)
 −γM (y) , k = 1, 2, ..., K, ∀y
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Akx
∗ + bk = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.2.5)
where γ is a strictly positive scalar constant, M (y) ∈ Rn×n represents a positive
definite symmetric matrix, and the ijth element of the matrix M˙k (y) is given by
M˙kij (y) ,
dMij(y)
dy
(Aky + bk), then all the solutions of (5.2.2) will converge to the goal
location x∗.
Proof. Consider a set of K systems given by
y˙ (t) = Aky (t) + bk, k = 1, 2, .., K (5.2.6)
Now, if (5.2.4) is satisfied, then each of the K systems in (5.2.6) is said to be con-
tracting in a common metric M (y) [6]. It is known that, if K systems are contract-
ing with respect to a common time-independent metric, any positive superposition2
of such K systems is also contracting in the same metric [6, Section 3.8.1]. Since
0 ≤ hk (x) ≤ 1, ∀k = 1, 2, ..., K and
∑K
k=1 hk (x) = 1, the auxiliary system in (5.2.3)
can be seen as a positive superposition of the K systems in (5.2.6) that are contract-
ing in M (y). Thus, the auxiliary system in (5.2.3) is contracting with respect to y in
the same metric M (y). Note also that, if (5.2.5) is satisfied, y = x∗ is an equilibrium
point and a particular solution of the auxiliary system in (5.2.3).
According to partial contraction theory [7], if the auxiliary system is contracting
and if any particular solution of the auxiliary y-system in (5.2.3) verifies a smooth
specific property, then all the trajectories of the original x-system in (5.2.2) verify
this specific property exponentially. Since the auxiliary y-system in (5.2.3) is con-
2A positive superposition of N autonomous systems (x˙ = fi (x) , i = 1, 2, .., N) is given by
x˙ =
∑N
i=1 αifi (x) where αi > 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N .
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tracting and the trajectories y = x∗ (equilibrium point), and y(t) = x(t), ∀t ≥ 0 of
(5.2.2) are particular solutions of (5.2.3), the trajectories x (t) of (5.2.2) will globally
exponentially converge to the goal location x∗.
The constrained optimization problem, for training the GMM in (5.2.2) under the
constraints in (5.2.4) and (5.2.5), can be written as
{θ∗G, θ∗M}=arg min
θG,θM
1
2T
N∑
n=1
Tn∑
t=0
‖ˆ˙xn (t)− x˙n (t) ‖2 (5.2.7)
s.t. (Ak)
T M (x, θM) + M˙k (x, θM , θG)
+M (x, θM)Ak  −γM (x, θM) , k = 1, .., K, ∀x (5.2.8)
M (x, θM)  0,∀x (5.2.9)
Akx
∗+bk = 0, k = 1, .., K (5.2.10)
Σk  0, 0 ≤ pik ≤ 1,
∑
k
pik = 1, k = 1, .., K (5.2.11)
where T = ∑Nn=1 Tn is the total number of training data points, ˆ˙xn (t) = fˆ (xn (t) , θG)
is the predicted state derivative computed based on (5.2.2), and θM ∈ Rm is a vector of
unknown constant coefficients of M (x). Note that the parameters of the contraction
metric are also learned from demonstrations as opposed to being manually designed.
The constraints in (5.2.11) are a result of using a GMM to model the dynamics.
Note that the constraints in (5.2.8) and (5.2.10) must be satisfied for all points in
the state space, making the optimization problem intractable for efficient implemen-
tation. To circumvent this issue, a two-fold approach is proposed. First, the elements
of the contraction metric M (x, θM) are assumed to be polynomial functions in x.
Second, the state-dependent constraints in (5.2.8) and (5.2.10) are reformulated such
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Figure 5.2.1: Models of 30 shapes, from the LASA handwriting dataset, learned using
the CDSP algorithm. The streamlines of the models (in gray) are shown along with the
demonstrations (in solid red lines) and the reproductions (in dashed blue lines).
that the state dependency is eliminated, resulting in constraints that are functions of
only the constant unknown parameters.
On defining the matrices
Gk (θG, θM , x) , (Ak)T M (x, θM) + M˙k (x, θM , θG)
+M (x, θM)Ak + γM (x, θM) , k = 1, .., K (5.2.12)
the constraints in (5.2.8) can be rewritten as the following constraints
zTGk (θG, θM , x) z ≤ 0,∀x, z, k = 1, .., K (5.2.13)
where z ∈ Rn is a vector of indeterminates [120]. Now, by matching coefficients, each
expression zTGk (θG, θM , x) z is rewritten as
zTGk (θG, θM , x) z = m(x, z)
T G¯k (θG, θM)m(x, z) (5.2.14)
where m (x, z) ∈ Rn¯ is a vector of monomials in the elements of x and z, and the
elements of the matrix G¯k (θG, θM) are polynomials in the elements of the unknown
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parameters, θG and θM . Similarly, the constraint M (x, θM)  0, ∀x can be rewritten
as the scalar constraint, zTM (x, θM) z > 0, ∀x, z. Since the elements of M (x) are
polynomial functions in x, similar to the expression zTGk (θG, θM , x) z, the expression
zTM (x, θM) z can be decomposed as
zTM (x, θM) z = q(x, z)
TM¯ (θM) q(x, z) (5.2.15)
where q (x, z) ∈ Rm¯ is a vector of monomials in the elements of x and z and the
elements of the matrix M¯ (θM) are polynomials in the elements of θM .
Theorem 5.2.2. The autonomous dynamical system in (5.2.2) is said to be partially
contracting and all its solutions will converge to the goal location x∗, if M¯ (θM)  0,
and for k = 1, 2, ..., K, G¯k (θG, θM)  0, and Akx∗ + bk = 0.
Proof. If G¯k (θG, θM)  0, k = 1, 2, ..., K, it directly follows that, ∀x, z and k =
1, .., K,
m(x, z)T G¯k (θG, θM)m(x, z) ≤ 0 (5.2.16)
where m (x, z) is a vector of monomials in the elements of x and z. Further, based on
(5.2.14) and (5.2.16), zTGk (θG, θM , x) z ≤ 0, ∀x, z, k = 1, 2, ..., K and consequently
Gk (θG, θM , x)  0,∀x, k = 1, 2, ..., K (5.2.17)
Similarly, based on (5.2.15), if M¯ (θM)  0, then M (x)  0, ∀x. Thus, based on
(5.2.12) and (5.2.17), along with the fact that Akx
∗ + bk = 0, k = 1, 2, ..., K, it can
be seen that the constraints in (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) are satisfied. Hence, according
to Theorem 5.2.1, the system in (5.2.2) is partially contracting with respect to the
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contraction metric M (x, θM) and its solutions will converge to the goal location x
∗.
Thus, the modified version of the constrained optimization problem in (5.2.7)-
(5.2.11) is given by
{θ∗G, θ∗M}=arg min
θG,θM
1
2T
N∑
n=1
Tn∑
t=0
‖ˆ˙xn (t)− x˙n (t) ‖2 (5.2.18)
s.t. M¯ (θM)  0, G¯k (θG, θM)  0, k = 1, ..., K, (5.2.19)
Akx
∗ + bk = 0, k = 1, ..., K, (5.2.20)
The optimization problem in (5.2.18)-(5.2.20) is independent of the state and can
be efficiently implemented in practice. Note that the constraints in (5.2.11) are not
included in the modified optimization problem as they are automatically satisfied by
the design of θG (see Remark 5.2.2).
5.3 Experimental Evaluation
The experiments are conducted using a desktop computer running Intel i3 proces-
sor and 8 Gigabytes of memory. The algorithm is coded using MATLAB 2016a and
the optimization problem in (5.2.18)-(5.2.20) is formulated as a nonlinear program-
ming problem and solved using standard constrained optimization techniques and the
fmincon solver. Initial estimates of the parameters of the GMM are obtained using
the Expectation Maximization (E-M) algorithm. The average training time is 40.75
seconds. In all the experiments, the maximum degree of the polynomials used to con-
struct M (x) is initialized at zero and is iteratively increased by two until satisfactory
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Figure 5.3.1: The mean swept error area of different algorithms computed over 30
motions (each with seven sample trajectories) of the LASA library. Statistically significant
differences (p < 0.001) are denoted by *** and the p values of non-significant differences
are shown in Gray.
performance is observed.
5.3.1 Evaluation of Reproduction Accuracy
The CDSP algorithm is evaluated on the LASA human handwriting library, intro-
duced in [12], that consists of goal-directed motions collected from pen input using a
Tablet PC. The library contains a total of 26 goal-directed motion sets and four addi-
tional sets with more than one movement shape (Multi Models). The qualitative per-
formance of the CDSP algorithm on the benchmark dataset with 30 motions is shown
in Fig. 5.2.1. To evaluate the performance of the CDSP algorithm against state-of-
the-art algorithms, the CDSP algorithm is compared with 1) SEDS [12], 2) CLF-DM
(NILC and WSAQF) [77], 3) NiVF (NILC and WSAQF) [49], and 4) τ -SEDS (NILC
and WSAQF) [78] algorithms. It must be noted that, while the algorithms using the
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WSAQF parametrization result in Lyapunov candidates that are globally valid, those
using the NILC parametrization result in Lyapunov candidates that are valid only
in predefined local regions. Furthermore, the WSAQF parametrization is known to
perform slightly better than the NILC counterpart since the NILC parametrization
incorporates simple alignment of the Lyapunov candidates’ gradient and the veloc-
ity of the demonstrations, which may not be adequate to guarantee a violation-free
Lyapunov candidate [78]. Further, to provide evidence to the advantage of a state-
dependent contraction metric, a variant of the CDSP algorithm with a constant (but
unknown) contraction metric is also included in the comparison.
The performances are evaluated in terms of reproduction accuracy as measured
by swept error area (SEA) [77]. The SEA for a method is given by SEA =
1
Nd
∑Nd
n=1
∑Tn−1
t=0 A(xˆn (t) , xˆn (t+ 1) ,xn (t) ,xn (t+ 1)) where xˆn (t) , ∀t = 0, .., Tn is
the equidistantly re-sampled reproduction of the nth demonstration with Tn samples
and A (·) denotes the area of enclosed tetrahedron formed with the points xˆn (t),
xˆn (t+ 1), xn (t), and xn (t+ 1) as corners. The means and standard deviations of
SEA for all the state-of-the art algorithms used in this comparison were obtained from
the authors of [78]. The results of the comparisons in terms of means and standard
deviations of SEA are summarized in Fig. 5.3.1(a).
In order to validate these comparisons against the state-of-the-art algorithms, a
one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) is conducted on the obtained SEA means and
standard deviations. It is observed that the SEA means of all the algorithms are
statistically significantly different (p < 0.0001). Further, to analyze how each of the
algorithms performed against each other, a Tukey’s honestly significant differences
(HSD) test is conducted. The results of the HSD test is visualized using a matrix as
shown in Fig. 5.3.1(b).
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Figure 5.3.2: Baxter robot adapting its motion to sudden spatial perturbations (left)
and changes in goal location (right) during reproductions.
Figure 5.3.3: Sequences of images showing the Baxter robot adapting to a sudden (a)
change in goal location (red arrow) during a pouring task (top row), and (b) spatial
perturbation (red arrow) during a pick and place task (bottom row).
5.3.2 Robot Experiments and Robustness to Perturbations
To demonstrate the utility of our approach in robot motion generation, two robot
experiments are carried out. The first robot experiment involved the use of the GMM,
trained on the demonstrations of the shape “Leaf 1”, to generate reference trajectories
for a seven degree-of-freedom Baxter robot to draw the shape autonomously. To
execute the trajectories on the Baxter robot, the built-in low-level controller and
the inverse kinematics engine, IKFast [119], are used. During reproductions, sudden
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spatial perturbations are introduced. Further, the goal location is suddenly changed
as the robot is executing the motion. The perturbations are chosen according to the
guidelines in [121] and are applied using the control software. The learned model’s
ability to instantaneously adapt the robot’s motion to sudden spatial perturbations
and changes in goal location is illustrated in Fig, 5.3.2.
In the second robot experiments, the CDSP algorithm is used to teach the Bax-
ter robot two new tasks (a pick-and-place task and a pouring task) from real-world
demonstrations. For each task, the parameters of GMM used to model the underly-
ing dynamics are learned from five kinesthetic demonstrations and involved the use
of six Gaussians in the mixture. Similar to the first robot experiment, the built-in
low-level controller and IKFast, are used to execute the motions. The learned models
are able to successfully reproduce the task and generate robot motion trajectories
that converge to the desired goal locations. Further, during reproductions, sudden
spatial perturbations and changes in goal location are introduced by a human subject
at random instances. In Fig. 5.3.3, sequences of images show the learned models’
ability to instantaneously adapt to these perturbations. A video illustrating these
robot experiments is uploaded as a supplementary material.
5.4 Discussion
The CDSP algorithm, for learning arbitrary goal-directed motions using dynamical
systems approximated with GMMs, is presented. To ensure that the trajectories
generated by the learned models converge to the goal location, partial contraction
analysis-based constraints are developed and enforced in the learning process. To
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model a wide variety of motions, a state-dependent contraction metric is used to
derive the constraints.
Analysis of the results in Section 5.3.1 reveals that the CDSP algorithm performs
statistically significantly better (in terms of average SEA) than all four state-of-the-
art algorithms and their variants in accurately reproducing 30 goal-directed motions
from the LASA dataset [12]. Note that SEA penalizes both temporal and spatial
misalignment. The CDSP algorithm with state-dependent contraction metric out-
performs the CDSP algorithm with a constant metric. This is to be expected since
the class of motions that can be learned using a constant metric is a subset of the
that using a state-dependent metric. In other words, the state-dependent metric can
encode complicated motions more accurately than the constant metric.
Section 5.3.2 validates the CDSP algorithm’s utility in robot motion generation
and its ability to learn models from real-world demonstrations and generate end-
effector trajectories for a Baxter robot. Further, our algorithm is shown to be capable
of successfully learning the motion dynamics of two new tasks while guaranteeing
convergence to the goal location. Further, as seen in Fig. 5.3.3, the CDSP algorithm
instantaneously adapts the robot’s motion to handle sudden spatial perturbations
and changes in goal location during reproductions.
5.5 Summary
Using state-dependent contraction metrics, the CDSP algorithm (presented in Chap-
ter 4) is extended to encode the dynamics of a wider class of goal-directed motions.
Experimental evaluations on four shapes of the LASA human handwriting library sug-
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gest that the CDSP algorithm is able to successfully learn stable complex goal-directed
motions that are robust to spatial perturbations and can adapt to sudden changes in
goal location. Comparisons against state-of-the-art learning algorithm show that the
CDSP algorithm resulted in the highest reproduction accuracy, measured by mean
swept error area (SEA). Furthermore, the CDSP algorithm’s reproductions are shown
to be robust to sudden spatial perturbations and target changes. Finally, the CDSP
algorithm’s ability to learn motions directly from real-world demonstrations given to
a robot is validated.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
Novel methods that are precursors to fluent human-robot collaboration (HRC) are
presented. Specifically, the proposed methods fall into two broad categories - human
intention inference and imitation learning. The intention inference methods equip
robots with the ability to make predictions about human movements in collaborative
scenarios. The imitation learning methods, on the other hand, enable robots to
autonomously learn new movement skills from demonstrations provided by the user.
In Chapter 2, a maximum likelihood approach, named ANIE, is proposed for the
early prediction of human intentions in the context of reaching motions. ANIE is also
capable of updating the parameters of the motion model (represented by a neural net-
work) as measurements become available. Further, the online model update is shown
to result in asymptotic convergence to the true model. Experimental evaluations
illustrate ANIE’s ability to successfully infer intentions in a variety of scenarios.
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A Bayesian approach for intention inference, named G-MMIE, is presented in
Chapter 3. G-MMIE extracts gaze information from an RGB image and computes a
prior distribution over candidate goal locations. By fusing eye gaze and motion infor-
mation, G-MMIE successfully predicts goal locations of reaching motions in cluttered
environments with large number of candidate goal locations. Experimental evalua-
tions involving 15 subjects in a variety of setups reveal that the fusion of gaze and
motion information leads to faster and more accurate predictions when compared to
methods that do not have an informative prior distribution.
In Chapter 4, a method, named CDSP, is developed for learning the dynamics of
goal-directed motions with convergence guarantees. Constraints, developed based on
contraction analysis and Gaussian mixture models, are used to learn stable statistical
dynamical systems to model both position and orientation trajectories. The learned
models are shown to be capable to generating reference trajectories that are guaran-
teed to convergence to an arbitrary goal pose. Since the dynamics are time-invariant
and the constraints are enforced globally, the learned models are robust to sudden
perturbations and target changes. Further, as evidenced by experimental evaluations
on a publicly-available dataset, the CDSP algorithm results in statistically signif-
icantly more accurate reproductions than state-of-the-art learning algorithms with
stability guarantees.
The CDSP algorithm is extended to learn a wider class of goal-directed motions in
Chapter 5. The use of a state-dependent contraction metric in constraint development
is shown to be necessary to learn more complex motions. Experimental evaluations
reveal that the CDSP algorithm performs statistically significantly better with a
state-dependent contraction metric than with a constant contraction metric.
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6.2 Future Work
In addition to the aforementioned contributions, the work in this dissertation has
revealed several avenues that require further research and careful investigation in the
domain of HRC. In this section, such open problems are briefly discussed.
• Methods presented in Chapters 2 and 3 operate at a trajectory level and predict
goal locations of reaching motions. This raises an important question in the
context of HRC: What is the optimal robot response given these predictions?
The relative advantages of different robot response strategies (e.g. proactive
and reactive) must be investigated. Future efforts should also consider using
these predictions in the design of cost functions for motion planning. Such
considerations would enable robots to reason over not just task specifications
but also dynamic safety and efficiency constraints.
• The G-MMIE algorithm presented in Chapter 3 generates a probability distri-
bution over candidate goal locations. However, currently only the mode of the
distribution is presented as the prediction. Future research can explore the use
of the entire distribution. For instance, the distribution information could be
used by the robot to communicate the uncertainty about its predictions to the
user, or not take action when the uncertainty about the prediction is high.
• The CDSP algorithm introduced in Chapters 4 and 5 is restricted to goal-
directed motions. Future efforts can explore the use of transverse contraction
analysis [122] to extend these results to periodic motions.
• The constrained optimization problem, derived in Chapter 5 to learn motion
dynamics under a state-dependent contraction metric, is non-convex and its size
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grows with the maximum order of polynomial used in the construction of the
contraction metric. The possibility of using other relaxation techniques, such
as the Lasserre’s hierarchy [123], that result in convex optimization problems
should be investigated.
• The class of dynamical systems that can be learned using the CDSP algorithm
presented in in Chapter 5 is still unclear. Further research is essential to iden-
tify and express the class of learnable systems, possibly as a function of the
maximum degree of the polynomial used in the construction of the contraction
metric.
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Appendices
Appendix A
Kalman Filter Implementation
The simple model of human motion from [94] is used to design and implement a
standard Kalman filter. The state transition model is given by the Taylor series
expansion for position, velocity, and acceleration along all the 3 axes: Xkft+1 =
FkfXkft +Wkft where Xkft = [xkft , x˙kft , x¨kft , ykft , y˙kft , y¨kft , zkft , z˙kft , z¨kft ]
T at time
t, and F =
[
B1 03×3 03×3
03×3 B1 03×3
03×3 03×3 B1
]
, B1 =
[
1 Ts 0
0 1 Ts
0 0 1
]
and Wkft is the Gaussian process noise
with covariance Qkft given by Qkft = qkf
[
B2 03×3 03×3
03×3 B2 03×3
03×3 03×3 B2
]
, B2 =
[
1+T 2s Ts T
2
s
Ts 1+T 2s Ts
T 2s Ts 1
]
where
qkf = 0.02 is the noise strength. The measurement model for the camera sensor is
given by Zkft = HkfXkft + Vkft where Hkf =
[
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
]
, and Vkft is the zero-
mean Gaussian measurement noise with covariance Σkf =
[
0.06 0 0
0 0.06 0
0 0 0.06
]
[94]. Given
these models, a standard Kalman filter is used to obtain the state estimates Xˆkft .
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Appendix B
Analytical Jacobian and Hessian of A Neural Net-
work
The analytical Jacobian and Hessian of the trained NN can be derived to be ∂f
∂s
=
W T ∂σ(U
T s)
∂s
= W TΣ
′
(a)UT and ∂
2f
∂si∂sj
= W T
[
(Σ
′′
(a)UTi ) · UTj
]
, respectively, where
a = UT s; Σ
′
(a) is a diagonal matrix with elements ∂σ(ai)
∂ai
= σ(ai)(1 − σ(ai)); Ui and
Uj are the i-th and j-th rows of the matrix U , respectively; Σ
′′
(a) is a diagonal matrix
with elements ∂
2σ(ai)
∂a2i
= σ(ai)(1− σ(ai))(1− 2σ(ai)); the product (Σ′′(a)UTi ) · UTj is a
Hadamard product.
Appendix C
Gradient of the Q function
The gradient of the Q function used in the optimization can be derived as shown
below
∇giQ = −
1
2
T∑
t=1
[∂V˜
∂f
]T
∂f
∂gi

+
1
2
T∑
t=1
[[
∂f
∂gi
]T
[Q−T +Q−1][xˆt − x¯t]
]
− 1
2
T∑
t=1
{
[
∂2V˜
∂f∂gi
]T
∂f
∂xt−1
+
[
∂V˜
∂f
]T
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∂2f
∂xt−1∂gi
}[xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]
+
1
4
T∑
t=1
tr{
[
[Q−1 +Q−T ]
∂2f
∂xt−1∂g
]
[
Pˆt,t−1 + [xˆt − x¯t][xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]T
]
}
− 1
4
T∑
t=1
tr{[
[
∂f
∂xt−1
]T
[Q−1 +Q−T ]
∂2f
∂xt−1∂gi
+
[
∂2f
∂xt−1∂gi
]T
[Q−1 +Q−T ]
∂f
∂xt−1
+
∂3f
∂xt−1∂xTt−1∂gi
∂V˜
∂f
+
∂2f
∂xt−1∂xTt−1
∂2V˜
∂f∂gi
][
Pˆt−1 + [xˆt−1 − x¯t−1][xˆt−1 − x¯t−1]T
]
}. (6.2.1)
Appendix D
Stability Analysis of State-Identifier-based Online
Learning
Assumption 1: The ideal weights of the NN are bounded by known positive constants
[124].
Assumption 2: The function reconstruction error  (·) and its derivatives with
respect to its arguments are assumed to be bounded [124].
Remark 6.2.1. Assumption 2 can lead to conservative bounds on the approximation
error and the respective partial derivatives. However, in practice, the bound could
be decreased by increasing the number of neurons in the hidden layer and using the
knowledge of how the reconstruction error changes with increasing the number of
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neurons in the hidden layer.
The identification error dynamics can be described by
˙˜xt = W
Tσ(UT st)− Wˆ Tt σ(UˆTt sˆt) + (st)− µt. (6.2.2)
A filtered error is defined as
rt , ˙˜xt + αx˜t (6.2.3)
and its derivative with respect to time is as follows
r˙t = W
Tσ′tU
T s˙t − ˙ˆW Tt σ(UˆTt sˆt)− Wˆ Tt σˆ′t ˙ˆUTt sˆt + ˙(st)
−Wˆ Tt σˆ′tUˆTt ˙ˆst − krt − γx˜t − β1sgn(x˜t)− α ˙˜xt. (6.2.4)
Grouping similar terms in (6.2.4) yields
r˙t = N˜t +NAt + NˆBt − krt − γx˜t − β1sgn(x˜t) (6.2.5)
where N˜t , α ˙˜xt − ˙ˆW Tt σ(UˆTt sˆt) − Wˆ Tt σˆ′t ˙ˆUTt sˆt + 12W T σˆ′tUˆTt ˙˜st + 12Wˆ Tt σˆ′tUˆTt ˙˜st, NAt ,
W Tσ′tU
T s˙t− 12W T σˆ′tUˆTt s˙t− 12Wˆ Tt σˆ′tUT s˙t+ ˙(st), and NˆBt , 12W˜ Tt σˆ′tUˆTt ˙ˆst+ 12Wˆ Tt σˆ′tU˜Tt ˙ˆst.
To facilitate stability analysis, an auxiliary term NBt is defined by replacing ˙ˆst in NˆBt
by s˙t, N˜Bt , NˆBt −NBt , and NABt = NAt +NBt . Based on Assumptions 1 and 2, the
following bounds can be obtained [92]
‖N˜t‖ ≤ ρ1(‖zt‖)‖zt‖, ‖NAt‖ ≤ ζ1, ‖NBt‖ ≤ ζ2, ‖N˙t‖ ≤
ζ3 + ζ4ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖, ‖ ˙˜xTt N˜Bt‖ ≤ ζ5‖x˜t‖2 + ζ6‖rt‖2 (6.2.6)
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where zt = [x˜
T
t , r
T
t ]
T , ρ1(·) and ρ2(·) are positive, globally invertible, and non decreas-
ing functions, ζi, i = 1, 2, ..., 6 are computable positive constants.
Theorem 6.2.1. If Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied, the identifier developed in
(2.5.1) along with its weight update laws in (2.5.3) ensures asymptotic convergence1,
in the sense that limt→∞ ‖x˜t‖ = 0 and limt→∞ ‖ ˙˜xt‖ = 0 provided the gains k, γ, β1,
and β2 satisfy the conditions γ >
ζ5
α
, k > ζ6, β1 > max
(
ζ1 + ζ2, ζ1 +
ζ3
α
)
,and β2 > ζ4.
Proof. Let Vt be a locally Lipschitz function defined as
Vt =
1
2
rTt rt +
1
2
γx˜Tt x˜t + Pvt +Qvt (6.2.7)
where Qvt , α4 (tr(W˜ Tt Γ
−1
W W˜t) + tr(U˜
T
xtΓ
−1
Ux
U˜xt) + tr(U˜
T
gtΓ
−1
Ug
U˜gt)),
P˙vt = −Lt, Pv0 = β1
n∑
i=1
|x˜0(i)| − x˜T0NAB0 (6.2.8)
Pv0 , x˜0, and NAB0 denote the values of Pvt , x˜t, and NABt , respectively, at time t = 0,
x˜0(i) denotes i-th component of x˜0, and
Lt , rTt (NAt − β1sgn(x˜t)) + ˙˜xTt NBt
− β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖. (6.2.9)
where β2 ∈ R+. The function derivative V˙t is given by
V˙t = r
T
t r˙t + γx˜
T
t
˙˜xt + P˙vt + Q˙vt (6.2.10)
1For the stability analysis of the identifier, g is assumed to be known from the E-M algorithm so
it is treated as a known parameter.
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where Q˙vt = −α2 (tr(W˜ Tt Γ−1W ˙ˆ tW ) + tr(U˜TxtΓ−1Ux
˙ˆ
Uxt) + tr(U˜
T
gtΓ
−1
Ug
˙ˆ
Ugt)). By substituting
the expressions from (6.2.3), (6.2.4), (6.2.8), and (6.2.9), (6.2.10) can be rewritten as
follows
V˙t = r
T
t
(
N˜t +NAt + NˆBt − krt − γx˜t − β1sgn(x˜t)
)
+ γx˜Tt (rt − αx˜t) + Q˙vt − ˙˜xTt NBt
− rTt (NAt − β1sgn(x˜t)) + β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖. (6.2.11)
On cancellations and simplifications, (6.2.11) is given by
V˙t = r
T
t N˜t + ( ˙˜x
T
t + αx˜
T
t )NˆBt − k‖rt‖2 − αγ‖x˜t‖2
− ˙˜xTt NBt + β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖+ Q˙vt . (6.2.12)
By defining N˜Bt = NˆBt −NBt , (6.2.12) is rewritten as
V˙ = rT N˜t + ˙˜x
T
t N˜Bt − k‖rt‖2 − αγ‖x˜t‖2
+ β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖+ αx˜Tt NˆBt + Q˙vt . (6.2.13)
On redefining NˆBt =
1
2
W˜ Tt σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
xt
˙ˆxidt +
1
2
W˜ Tt σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
gt
˙ˆgt +
1
2
Wˆ Tt σˆ
′
tU˜
T
xt
˙ˆxidt +
1
2
Wˆ Tt σˆ
′
tU˜gt
T ˙ˆgt
and substituting the update equations from (2.5.3), (6.2.13) is given by
V˙t = r
T
t N˜t + ˙˜x
T
t N˜Bt − k‖rt‖2 − αγ‖x˜t‖2
+ β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖
+
α
2
x˜Tt (W˜
T
t σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
xt
˙ˆxidt + W˜
T
t σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
gt
˙ˆgt
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+ Wˆ Tt σˆ
′
tU˜
T
xt
˙ˆxidt + Wˆ
T
t σˆ
′
tU˜gt
T ˙ˆgt)
− α
2
(tr(W˜ Tt σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
xt
˙ˆxidtx˜
T
t ) + tr(W˜
T
t σˆ
′
tUˆ
T
gt
˙ˆgtx˜
T
t )
+ tr(U˜Txt
˙ˆxidtx˜
T
t Wˆ
T
t σˆ
′
t) + tr(U˜
T
gt
˙ˆgtx˜
T
t Wˆ
T
t σˆ
′
t)). (6.2.14)
Using the cyclic property of the trace operator and the bounds defined in (6.2.6),
(6.2.14) is rewritten as
V˙t ≤a.e. −αγ‖x˜2t‖ − k‖r2t ‖+ ρ1(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖rt‖
+ ζ5‖x˜t‖2 + ζ6‖rt‖2 + β2ρ2(‖zt‖)‖zt‖‖x˜t‖. (6.2.15)
The right hand side of (6.2.15) is continuous almost everywhere except the Lebesgue
measure zero set of times when x˜t = 0. Substituting for k , k1 + k2 and γ , γ1 + γ2
and completing the squares,
V˙ ≤a.e. −(αγ − γ5)‖x˜2t‖ − (k1 − γ6)‖rt‖2
+
ρ1(‖zt‖)2
4k2
‖zt‖2 + β
2
2ρ2(‖zt‖)2
4αγ2
‖zt‖2. (6.2.16)
If the conditions γ > ζ5
α
, k > ζ6, β1 > max
(
ζ1 + ζ2, ζ1 +
ζ3
α
)
,and β2 > ζ4 are met,
then V˙t can be upper bounded as follows
V˙t ≤a.e. −λ‖zt‖2 + ρ(‖zt‖)
2
4η
(6.2.17)
where λ , min{αγ1 − ζ5, k1 − ζ6}, η , min{k2, αγ2β22 }, and ρ(‖zt‖)
2 , ρ1(‖zt‖)2 +
ρ2(‖zt‖)2. A semi-global asymptotic stability of the error dynamics in (6.2.2) can be
shown using the inequalities in (6.2.16) and (6.2.17), which yields ‖x˜t‖ → 0, ‖ ˙˜xt‖ → 0,
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and ‖rt‖ → 0 as t→∞ [92].
Appendix E
Convergence of Generalized Squared Length to Tar-
get
Lemma 6.2.1. If the conditions in (5.2.4) and (5.2.5) are satisfied (i.e., the dynami-
cal system in (5.2.2) is partially contracting and has an equilibrium point at x∗), then
the generalized squared distance between any of its solutions and the goal location,
given by (x− x∗)TM(x)(x− x∗), converges to zero.
Proof. Let a Lyapunov-like energy function be defined as
V (x) , 1
2
(x− x∗)T M(x) (x− x∗) (6.2.18)
The time derivative of the energy function in (6.2.18) is given by
V˙ (x) = (x− x∗)T M(x)f(x) + 1
2
(x− x∗)T M˙ (x) (x− x∗)
Using the fact that M˙ (x) =
∑K
k=1 hk (x) M˙k (x), and adding and subtracting Akx
∗ to
the above expression yields
V˙ (x) = (x− x∗)TM(x)
[ K∑
k=1
hk (x) (Ak (x− x∗) + Akx∗
+bk)
]
+
1
2
(x− x∗)T
[
K∑
k=1
hk (x) M˙k (x)
]
(x− x∗)
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Based on (5.2.5), V˙ (x) = (x− x∗)T
[
M(x)
∑K
k=1 hk (x)Ak +
1
2
∑K
k=1 hk (x) M˙k (x)
]
(x− x∗). Since hk (x) ≥ 0,
V˙ (x) =
K∑
k=1
hk (x)
{
(x− x∗)T
[
M(x)Ak
+
1
2
M˙k (x)
]
(x− x∗)
}
(6.2.19)
Based on (5.2.4) and the facts that 0 ≤ hk (x) ≤ 1 and
∑K
k=1 hk (x) = 1, the equality
in (6.2.19) can be rewritten as V˙ (x) ≤ −γ
2
(x− x∗)T M (x) (x− x∗). Equivalently,
V˙ (x) ≤ −γ
2
V (x). Thus, the generalized squared distance between any solution of
(5.2.2) and the goal location exponentially converges to zero.
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